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Statement of Disclaimer 
 
Since this project is a result of a class assignment, it has been graded and accepted as fulfillment 
of the course requirements. Acceptance does not imply technical accuracy or reliability.  Any use of 
information in this report is done at the risk of the user. These risks may include catastrophic failure of the 
device or infringement of patent or copyright laws. California Polytechnic State University at San Luis 
Obispo and its staff cannot be held liable for any use or misuse of the project. 
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Executive Summary  
Cal Poly Bike Builders (CPBB) is a student club at Cal Poly helping students design and fabricate 
their own bicycles. Currently, club members build rigid frames and mountain bikes with only front-
suspension–commonly referred to as a “hardtail”. As more students join the club, interest grows in 
building full-suspension mountain bikes (FSMTB). Designing and manufacturing a mountain bike rear-
suspension system requires a diverse skillset and a substantial time commitment. As a result, individual 
efforts building FSMTB have proven unsuccessful. The scope of this project is to develop a defined 
method and necessary tools such that all CPBB members can efficiently build a FSMTB rear-suspension 
system. Initial background research drove engineering specifications developed from customer needs and 
wants. These parameters influenced initial concept development and evaluation. Detailed analysis then 
determined which concept design would become the final design. A manufacturing plan details the 
necessary tooling and potential challenges during the build process. A confirmation prototype of the final 
design assesses the manufacturing plan as well as the final designs. Testing validated the final design 
against engineering specifications. Project management details the project organization process, potential 
issues, and major deliverables. Final concluding remarks detail overall reflections, remarks, and future 
recommendations.  
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1   Introduction 
 Adding rear-suspension remains one of the biggest advancements in mountain biking. A full-
suspension mountain bike (FSMTB) allows the rider to traverse rougher terrain while maintaining more 
control than a hardtail. With these performance advantages over hardtails, Cal Poly Bike Builders (CPBB) 
members continue to express interest in building FSMTB’s. While FSMTB’s share many similarities with 
hardtails, designing and manufacturing the rear-suspension system proves challenging. Since there are no 
premade rear-suspension packages available for purchase, CPBB members must design their own rear-
suspension systems. This requires kinematic simulations, iterative designing, and Computer Aided Design 
(CAD) modeling skills. Fabricating the suspension parts also poses a significant challenge and requires 
advanced machining experience and designing custom fixtures. Without a documented design process and 
tools, building FSMTB’s remains a challenge for experienced CPBB members and out of reach for novice 
members. 
The purpose of this project is to develop a defined, reliable method and the accompanying tools 
to allow CPBB club members of all experience to successfully design and build a rear-suspension system 
for a FSMTB. Ideally, this process would also allow club members to choose their desired suspension 
travel and give the cub member some flexibility with the FSMTB’s geometry. The tools would allow the 
students to fixture the rear-suspension system, shock mounts, and other parts necessary to complete the 
rear-suspension system. 
The team undertaking this project includes Chris Fedor, Ernesto Huerta, Greg Ritter, and Michael 
Wu. They are mechanical engineering students at California Polytechnic State University, San Luis 
Obispo and active CPBB members. This document compiles background research on mountain bike rear-
suspension designs, patents, customer needs, and technical documents. These research results drove 
engineering specification, Quality Function Deployment (QFD) development, concept generation, and 
final concept selection. Manufacturing documentation describes critical manufacturing steps. Project 
management details major project deliverables and milestones. Design verification includes structural 
testing to ensure that the final design meets the engineering and customer specifications. Project 
management details major project deliverables and milestones. Conclusions and recommendations 
summarize the overall project experience and potential future improvements.   
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2   Background 
Background research falls into three distinct categories: existing product research, customer 
research, and technical research. Existing product research consists of patents on FSMTB linkage designs 
as well as existing low-volume, single-pivot FSMTBs. Customer research includes surveys with CPBB 
members to understand their needs and wants. Technical research investigates industry testing standards, 
conversations with an FSMTB engineer at Specialized Bicycles, and published papers detailing FSMTB 
structural and kinematic analysis.  
2.1   Existing Product Research 
 Initial existing product research focuses on steel single-pivot FSMTBs. By evaluating designs 
made from steel and low production volumes, these designs yield valuable information on the suspension 
design as well as the manufacturing process. Starling Cycle’s Murmur 29 shows the same rear triangle 
across frame sizes, minimal non-custom tubing, and additional reinforcements where the shock attaches 
to the bike’s downtube. Figure 1 shows a Starling Murmur 29 frame.  
 
 
Figure 1. Starling Cycles Murmur 29. (1) 
 
A French bike manufacturer, Production Privée, also produces a steel single-pivot FSMTB known 
as the Shan N°5 (2). The Shan N°5 differs from the Murmur 29 by including a custom shock yoke and 
CNC machined chain stay section. Pictures from Production Privée’s website also shows mitered 
rectangular tubing to connect the main pivot to the rear shock mount. Figure 2 shows the Shan N°5’s rear 
triangle.  
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Figure 2. The Shan N°5 rear triangle. Note the CNC lower piece connecting to the main pivot. (2) 
  
 Similar to the Murmur 29, Production Privée also adds additional material to the front shock 
mounts to the downtube. Figure 3 shows Production Privée using silver braze to bond the additional 
material to the downtube.  
 
é 
Figure 3. Downtube shock mount from Production Privée. Note the threaded studs to allow for front 
shock mount adjustment or replacement. (2) 
 
Initial research conducted on current products attempted to find if any existing products meet the 
project scope. A patent search for “bicycle suspension” results in various suspension designs available on 
the market. While the designs vary drastically, the patent drawings show details such as total moving 
parts and shock mount locations. Table 1 summarizes the patent search findings. 
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Table 1. Mountain bike suspension patent research results. 
Patent Name Patent Number Status Design Characteristics 
Bicycle rear-suspension (3) US6880847B2 Active ● 4 bar Horst-link 
● Utilized by Specialized Bicycles 
Bicycle Suspension 
Systems (4) 
US7048292B2 Active ● DW-Link 
● Solid rear triangle 
Bicycle Suspension 
Systems (5) 
US20100109282A1 Active ● DELTA Link 
● Linkage driven single pivot 
● Solid rear triangle 
Rear-suspension system for 
a bicycle (6) 
US20060071442A1 Active ● Yeti Bicycle’s linkage 
● Sliding pivot point, complex 
design 
Bicycle rear-suspension (7) US20090026728A1 Active ● Virtual pivot point (VPP) 
● Solid rear triangle 
Bicycle frame with a seat 
stay and a rear structure 
with chain stays for 
mounting a rear wheel (8) 
EP 2810863B1 
 
 
Active ● FOCUS FOLD Link 
● Solid rear triangle 
● Linkage system attaches to seat 
stays 
 
  
Linkage, a bicycle suspension analysis software, calculates key kinematic characteristics with a 
side profile picture of a FSMTB. This software visualizes the kinematics of production suspension 
designs as well as analyzes the kinematics in the design process. 
Production bicycles come in preset sizes, leading to limited adjustability to fit the rider. In 
contrast, handmade bicycles allow for tailoring to the rider’s dimensions. A catalog of existing critical 
measurements on production FSMTB will help establish a size range. This data reveals that some 
geometry values alter significantly with frame size such as stack, reach and seat tube length. Other 
parameters, such as seat tube angle, head tube angle, chain stay length, and bottom bracket drop, stay 
consistent across all frame sizes. Figure 4 details the location of each measurement on a bicycle frame.  
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Figure 4. Bicycle geometry terms and their location on a bike frame. 
2.2   Customer Research 
Survey results from CPBB members and the Cal Poly Cycling Team gauge customer needs and 
wants from a full-suspension system. The survey asks questions concerning bicycle standards such as 
wheel size, shock type, and desired suspension travel to determine a customization range. The complete 
survey results are in Appendix A. 
A second survey askes CPBB club members who had attempted to design and build a FSMTB. 
While no CPBB member has successfully completed a lasting FSMTB, understanding their unique 
approaches and design processes will help develop future design processes while avoiding similar 
mistakes. Additional feedback from veteran CPBB club members highlights the importance club member 
accessibility. To accomplish this goal, the product must be simple to use, require few fixtures, and be easy 
to manufacture. The results from these surveys guided the specifications reflected in the QFD, located in 
Appendix B.   
During a recent CPBB meeting, CPBB members comments on single-pivot suspension systems 
include “unrefined”, “old-fashioned”, and “clunky”. These results indicate that customer excitement and 
perceived performance influences a club member’s initial decision to start building a FSMTB. Even if the 
final product is simple to manufacture and performs well, it is unlikely many club members will invest 
their time and money into building a FSMTB if the final product appears unrefined. Therefore, the final 
product must balance manufacturing, customer excitement, and overall performance. 
2.3   Technical Literature Review Summary 
Technical research includes conversations with a design engineer at Specialized Bicycles to 
determine a worst-case load situation on a FSMTB. The Specialized design engineer simulates a worst-
case load situation with a 5000N vertical load at the bottom of the rear wheel with a solid link replacing 
the shock. A second load scenario places a 500N lateral load at the bottom of the rear wheel, again with a 
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solid link replacing the shock. Moving forward, design iterations and verification tests will use these two 
loading conditions to test hardware development.  
Technical research on FSMTB’s reveals valuable information relating forces and suspension 
travel, the loads on a FSMTB frame while riding, and industry safety testing standards. This background 
information also defines several key terms relating to FSMTB suspension performance. A table of 
suspension performance terms is attached in Appendix C.  
Kinematic Analysis and Optimization of Bicycle Suspension discusses the forces acting on the 
rear triangle of the FSMTB, specifically the suspension activation ratio (SAR) (9). The SAR is the ratio 
between the pedaling force and the shock force.  A positive SAR indicates that the suspension compresses 
under pedaling forces whereas a negative SAR indicates that the suspension extends under pedaling force. 
Understanding how forces influence shock travel is key to locating optimal shock mounting positions on 
the bicycle frame to minimize compression while pedaling and undesired extension. The document also 
lists equations used to calculate the SAR as a ratio of forces acting on the bicycle. In Linkage, the SAR 
appears by observing the leverage ratio and anti-squat.  
A Novel System for the Measurement of Dynamic Loads on a Bicycle Frame provides data from 
real-world testing as well as information on industry tests to meet European Safety Standard (10). From 
real-world testing, the study found peak loads over 1000N near the bottom bracket while pedaling. Figure 
5 shows a fork splay test and Figure 6 shows a pedal load case, both being industry standard tests. While 
constructing test fixtures is not practical, this information provides load targets and constraints for hand 
calculations and finite element analysis (FEA). The FEA simulations will optimize suspension system 
strength while reducing individual part weight.  
 
 
Figure 5. Fork splay test setup & loads (10). 
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Figure 6. 1200N pedal load test configuration for frame stiffness (10).  
 
Quantification of Structural Loading During Off-Road Cycling is a study where force transducers 
and strain gages mounted at several locations on a mountain bike (11). Riders of various heights, weights, 
and skill level rode the mountain bike down a realistic course to measure forces on the frame during a 
mountain bike ride. The data in the article allows for “engineering analysis to be applied in the optimal 
design of bicycle structural components.” This data gives an initial understanding of how loads vary at 
different locations and will help throughout the structural analysis process. 
 An Assessment of Bicycle Frame Behavior under Various Load Conditions Using Numerical 
Simulations uses FEA models to determine frame stresses under various riding conditions (12). Figure 7 
shows free body diagrams for the four load conditions simulated during the study. It is important to note 
that these simulations were on a rigid frame. However, this is still valuable background information for 
hand calculations and FEA models on FSMTB.  
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Figure 7. Loads on a bicycle frame under different riding conditions (11) 
 
Additional literature review uncovered ISO 4210, Safety Requirements for Bicycles, published by 
the International Organization for Standardization (13). The ISO 4210 standards are tabulated in Table 2. 
All major bicycle manufacturers must follow these standards to validate and sell their bicycles. A request 
to see these standards was sent to the Cal Poly Library.  
 
Table 2. ISO 4210 Standards - Safety Requirements for Bicycles.  
Standard Description 
ISO 4210-1:2014 (13) Terms and definitions 
ISO 4210-2:2015 (13) Requirements for city and trekking, young adult, 
mountain and racing bicycles 
ISO 4210-3:2014 (13) Common test methods 
ISO 4210-6:2015 (13) Frame and fork test methods 
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3   Objectives 
CPBB currently does not have a defined method to help its members design, analyze, and 
fabricate custom rear-suspension systems for FSMTB. The current process of designing and building a 
rear-suspension system requires club members to have a broad skillset. CPBB needs well-defined 
processes and tools to narrow the required skillset such that all builders can build a rear-suspension 
system for a FSMTB.  
3.1   Design Considerations 
The scope of this project is to design and fabricate the rear-suspension system and rear triangle as 
displayed in the boundary diagram, Figure 8. This includes the linkage system, kinematic analysis, pivots 
and pivot mounts, and shock sizing. The final product is for students with a wide range of fabrication 
experience; therefore, simplifying the design while maximizing suspension performance and geometric 
compatibility will lead to a successful product.  
 
 
Figure 8. Boundary diagram of the parts within the scope. 
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3.2   Quality Function Deployment 
A QFD ensures all work relates directly to solving the customer’s requirements. Customer needs 
and wants for the fabrication aspect of the project were collected through surveys and are defined in Table 
3. The survey responses drove engineering specifications to address customer needs. After compiling this 
information into a QFD, it was clear that some customer needs were more important than others. Safety 
and cost had the highest relative weight and therefore are fundamental specifications. Additionally, the 
QFD highlights that simplicity is important to the consumer and the one of the main objectives of this 
project. The different component compatibilities and the user input will be considered in the design but 
are not treated as specifications. These results were recorded to complete QFD attached in Appendix B 
This project’s competitors are the customer’s potential alternatives. This includes designing and 
building a hardtail, buying a custom FSMTB, and buying a retail FSMTB. These competitors each 
individually capture a portion of the project’s scope and together will help determine if the project 
surpasses what is currently available. As the project continues to mature, regular checks will ensure the 
customer requirements are satisfied.  
 
Table 3. Customer needs definitions. 
Spec. # Customer Need Definition 
1 Component Compatibility Giving the user the ability to select a wide range of off the shelf bike components.  
2 Low Cost Total cost for constructing the frame. 
3 Safe No sudden failure under normal riding conditions. 
4 Simple Design Ease of fabrication, minimal part count, and ease of purchase. 
5 Easy to Use How the user interacts with the tool, fixture, and parts. Overall ergonomic and intuitive. 
6 User Input (Customization) Range of customizability for user specified geometry. 
7 Shock Compatibility The user can use an off-the-shelf air shock  
8 Wheel/Tire Compatibility The bicycle frame’s maximum wheel and tire size combo. 
9 Customer Excitement The customer’s willingness to invest & engage with the final product. 
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3.3   Engineering Risk and Specification 
The International Organization for Standardization (ISO) publishes safety requirements for 
specification ISO 4210:2014--Safety Requirements for Bicycles  (13). However, repeated attempts to 
purchase the ISO standards have proven unsuccessful. Alternatively, the final product built by a CPBB 
member will meet or exceed the loading conditions from Specialized Bicycles.   
Technical background research information drives structural calculations to ensure that the 
specified safety standards are met. Safety is a high risk and a fundamental specification to the design. 
Beyond initial analysis, critical parts will undergo sample testing and iterating.  
 Cost is also a fundamental specification and deemed high risk. From CPBB club experiences, a 
rigid bicycle frame tubing set costs approximately $150. The additional expense to the user for suspension 
system parts, excluding the shock, shall cost less than $100.  Fabricating custom parts in the Cal Poly 
machine shops significantly reduces labor costs. 
 Simplifying the design is key to project success. Reducing total part count will decrease 
complexity, build time, and cost. These parameters are medium risk. Comparing the new process to 
established CPBB processes will determine relative complexity.   
 The bicycle frame weight and suspension system kinematics heavily influence the Customer 
Excitement. These parameters are low risk as they impact the performance of the bicycle but not project 
completion. The target weight value was determined by examining other handmade steel suspension 
bicycle frames, summarized in Appendix D. Although the scope of this project is only the rear suspension 
system, the final frame weight is what the user considers. Comparisons in Linkage will validate kinematic 
performance with other high-performance suspension systems. Table 4 outlines the engineering 
specifications for this project and categorizes the specification requirement/target, tolerance, risk, and 
compliance. 
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Table 4. Engineering specification table. 
Spec. # Parameter Description Requirement / Target Tolerance Risk Compliance 
1 Cost $250 Max H I 
2 Weight 4 kg Max L I 
3 Boomürang Strength Specialized Bicycles Loads Min H A, T 
4 Kinematic Analysis Pass/Fail N/A L A, T, I 
5 Part Count Minimum N/A M S 
6 Build Time Minimum N/A M S 
7 Tooling Required Minimum N/A M S 
Analysis (A), Test (T), Similarity to Existing Designs (S), and Inspection (I). 
 
• Cost: The cost will be evaluated based off the minimum price to make a functional frame.  
• Deflection Stiffness: The design must meet or exceed ISO standards.  
• Weight: The weight of the frame not including any components.  
• Kinematic Analysis: Linkage software outputs in leverage ratio and anti-squat. A prototype frame 
will validate the theoretical Linkage results.  
• Part Count: The number of parts needed to make the frame including: tubes, bearings, rocker 
arms, fasteners, etc.  
• Build Time: The construction time of the bicycle for the user. Not including any design time. 
• Tooling Required: The number of tools needed to construct the frame. Not including tools to 
mount components on the bike. 
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4   Concept Design 
The initial focus on a linkage driven single-pivot design led to many challenges. Through detailed 
analysis, the linkage driven single-pivot design’s complex, custom parts list continuously grew along with 
more design compromises. The fixtures for the linkage driven single-pivot design also included a growing 
list of complex CNC parts. Therefore, the project’s direction shifted to a single-pivot suspension system 
and associated fixtures. The Pugh matrices and suspension rear decision matrix contain updates to the 
weights and scoring to reflect this design direction change.  
4.1   Initial Rear-Suspension Concepts 
Applying background research, initial ideation sessions generated new rear-suspension concepts. 
To efficiently generate ideas LEGO Technic pieces are vital design tools when visualizing moving 
mechanisms. Several concepts feature a linkage driven single-pivot design with differing shock 
orientation and linkage configurations. Figure 9 shows a linkage driven single-pivot with a vertical shock 
and linkage system located behind the seat tube.  
 
 
Figure 9. Concept linkage driven single-pivot suspension system. 
 
Another variation of the linkage driven single-pivot design orients the shock perpendicular from 
the seat tube as shown in Figure 10. The linkage system consists of two triangular pieces connected with a 
short intermediate link. Figure 11 shows a linkage driven single-pivot with the shock orientated 
horizontally from the seat tube. This design differs by locating the rear triangle pivot above the shock. 
Other concepts feature sliding mechanisms and cable tension to actuate the shock. Figure 12 demonstrates 
a sliding linkage concept and Figure 13 shows a string actuated shock suspension system. 
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Figure 10. Concept linkage driven single-
pivot with a horizontal shock. 
 
 
Figure 11. Horizontal linkage driven single-pivot 
with pivot above shock. 
 
 
Figure 12. Sliding linkage suspension concept 
inspired by Yeti Bicycles. 
 
 
Figure 13. Suspension system with shock 
connected with cable. 
 
 Linkage allows for modeling existing suspension designs to extract kinematic performance. 
Figure 14 shows a single-pivot suspension design, Figure 15 shows a virtual-pivot point (VPP) 
suspension, Figure 16 shows a Horst link suspension linkage, and Figure 17 shows a linkage-driven single 
pivot design. Since these designs represent most of today’s mountain bike suspension designs, they are 
potential candidates for the concept selection process.  
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Figure 14. Single pivot suspension system. 
 
Figure 15. Virtual-pivot point (VPP) suspension system. 
 
Figure 16. Horst linkage suspension system. 
 
Figure 17. Linkage driven single-pivot suspension system 
4.2   Rear-Suspension Criteria and Concept Selection Process 
The Pugh matrix scores contain updates capturing the design experiences while developing the 
linkage driven single-pivot design. The weighted decision matrix results reflect these updates.  
Three criteria: customer excitement, manufacturing, and performance evaluate the concept 
selection deigns. Within each criterion, specific factors capture different aspects of the criterion. Further 
analysis on the top designs from each Pugh matrices determines which specific attributes make the design 
stand above the rest. From the existing product background research, the selected suspension designs for 
the Pugh matrices include the linkage driven single-pivot, single-pivot, virtual-pivot point, and Horst link 
suspension designs. Table 5 is the customer excitement Pugh matrix and features the linkage driven 
single-pivot suspension system as a datum.  
 
Table 5. Pugh matrix for rear-suspension system and customer excitement. 
Customer Excitement 
Factors 
Linkage Driven 
Single-Pivot Single-Pivot 
Virtual Pivot 
Point (VPP) Horst Link 
Cool Factor S - S S 
Aesthetics S - S S 
Bottle Cage S - S S 
Total S -3 S S 
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From Table 5, the single-pivot design initially excites customers the least. The Horst link and 
VPP suspension systems both meet the linkage driven single-pivot to excite customers. Table 6 shows a 
Pugh matrix evaluating manufacturing. Again, the linkage driven single-pivot design serves as the datum.  
 
Table 6. Pugh matrix for rear-suspension system and manufacturing.  
Manufacturing 
Factors 
Linkage Driven 
Single-Pivot Single-Pivot 
Virtual Pivot Point 
(VPP) Horst Link 
# of Parts S + S - 
User Complexity S + S - 
Fixturing S + S - 
Alignment S + S - 
Total S +4 S -4 
 
Table 6 shows that from a manufacturing perspective, the single-pivot design is the best and the Horst 
link design is the worst. Analyzing the results, the single-pivot design wins due to its relative simplicity 
and low overall part count. By designing intuitive fixtures and incorporating available off-the-shelf parts, 
the manufacturability of other designs can increase.  
Table 7 evaluates rear-suspension system performance.  
 
Table 7. Pugh matrix for rear-suspension system and performance.  
Performance Factors Linkage Driven Single-Pivot Single-Pivot 
Virtual Pivot 
Point (VPP) Horst Link 
Rear Triangle 
Strength S S S - 
Shock Influence S - S S 
Kinematic Control S - S S 
Tire Clearance S S - S 
Chain Ring Clearance S S + S 
Total S -2 0 -1 
 
From Table 7, the linkage driven single-pivot and VPP suspension systems are the best 
performing suspension system. However, further analysis and testing will ultimately create the best 
performing suspension design.  
Observing all three Pugh matrices, there is no single superior suspension system. While the 
single-pivot design excels from a manufacturing perspective, it suffers when considering customer 
excitement and performance. The Horst link design performs well and excites the customer, but its 
complexity makes repeatable manufacturing a major challenge. The VPP and linkage driven single-pivot 
designs balance the three design criteria. The next task is to mitigate a design’s shortcomings. For 
example, intuitive fixtures and clear documentation can simplify complicated processes and improve 
manufacturing. CNC and laser cut parts allowing for custom logos and engravings allow the customer to 
connect with their bike frame and increases customer excitement. 
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4.3   Rear Suspension Concept Selection  
The re-weighted decision matrix reflects new information found while designing the linkage 
driven single-pivot design concept. This new weighted decision matrix more accurately represents 
design’s limitations and which limitations are worth mitigating. Table 8 tabulates the rear-suspension 
weighted decision matrix. 
 
Table 8. Rear-suspension weighted decision matrix 
     
W
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gh
t 
Rear-Suspension Designs 
     Linkage 
Driven Single 
Pivot 
Single Pivot Virtual Pivot Point (VPP) Horst Link 
     
     
     
  Cost to Customer 3 2 6 4 12 2 6 2 6 
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t Cool Factor 2 5 10 2 4 5 10 5 10 
Bottle Cage Mount 2 4 8 1 2 4 8 4 8 
Aesthetics 3 4 12 2 6 4 12 4 12 
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Rear Triangle 
Strength 3 4 12 3 9 4 12 2 6 
Shock Influence 4 4 16 2 8 4 16 4 16 
Kinematic Control 5 4 20 2 10 4 20 4 20 
Crank Clearance 4 2 8 3 12 3 12 3 12 
Tire Clearance 4 4 16 4 16 2 8 4 12 
M
an
uf
ac
tu
re
 Jigs/ Tooling 5 2 10 5 25 2 10 1 5 
User Complexity 5 3 15 5 25 3 15 1 5 
Number of Parts 4 3 12 5 20 3 12 1 5 
Alignment 4 3 12 5 20 3 12 1 3 
  
Total Weighted Score 157 169 153 157 
 
 Differing from the previous decision matrix, the manufacturing design criteria influences the 
overall score more. With this update, the top rear-suspension design the single-pivot design in contrast to 
the previous top design, the linkage driven single-pivot. Appendix E shows the initial decision matrix.  
 Initial belief while designing the linkage driven single pivot was that mitigating manufacturing 
would be easier than mitigating customer excitement and performance. However, attempts to design and 
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source critical components such as pivot axles and bearing hardware indicates that manufacturing is the 
most significant design criteria.  
The new weighted decision matrix contains a new category: cost to customer. With this new 
criterion, the single-pivot becomes competitive with the other suspension designs. By reducing cost to the 
customer and scoring best in manufacturing, the single-pivot design gives the customer greater flexibility 
to spend their money customizing their bike. 
A model of the single-pivot design in Linkage allows for suspension performance tuning. Figure 
18 shows the single-pivot design in Linkage and Figure 19 shows three kinematic metrics: the leverage 
ratio, anti-squat and anti-rise curves over the 140mm travel range. The system maintains a nearly flat 
leverage ratio with a slight regressive curve at the end of the travel range, like many existing single pivot 
designs. This suspension design exhibits high anti-squat in the lower ratio gears, allowing for efficient 
pedaling and decreasing anti-rise through the travel range. This single-pivot’s kinematic design 
emphasizes anti-squat characteristics while maintaining a low anti-rise. This balance results in a bike that 
pedals without wasting the rider’s energy while having effective descending performance. Finally, this 
model simulation uses a 7.785” eye-to-eye by 2.25” stroke shock. The single-pivot system can also utilize 
a shorter stroke shock (7.785” x 2.0”) to achieve 120mm of travel. Figure 18 shows a Linkage model 
depicting the suspension movement over the 140mm travel range. 
 
 
Figure 18. Suspension design in Linkage.  
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Figure 19.  Leverage ratio, anti-squat, & anti-rise curves from Linkage analysis.  
 
  
Figure 20. Single-pivot design model at normal (left) & fully compressed state (right) in SolidWorks. 
 
Translating the Linkage model data points, a 3-D model in SolidWorks exposes potential issues 
where parts can interfere with each other under full compression. The SolidWorks model only represents 
the initial part geometry. The part geometry may change with design iterations. The suspension system 
will undergo hand calculations to optimize the final parts for stiffness and minimal weight. The initial 
geometry places the main pivot between the seat tube and down tube and the shock mount midway along 
the down tube’s length.  
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4.4 Welding Fixture Ideation 
While the single-pivot design uses the fewest custom parts, the single-pivot still requires 
additional custom fixtures. As with all rear-suspension designs, welding a critical component a few 
millimeters off can drastically alter the bike’s suspension characteristics. Being a welded part, the final 
accuracy depends on both the fixture position and welder’s skill. To help novice welders achieve a final 
accuracy within the design specification, the welding fixture must remain precise and repeatable. An ideal 
fixture design will provide welding accessibility, minimize compounded error, be intuitive, be portable, 
and durable. 
  
4.4.1 Seat Tube Welding Fixture Ideation 
The concept fixture designs for the linkage driven single-pivot design still apply to the single 
pivot design. Initial ideas for the seat tube assembly fixture include the Journeyman fixture, Clamp-on 
fixture, and the Independent fixture. The Journeyman fixture would add to the club’s current frame 
building fixture. Figure 21 shows the CPBB Anvil Journeyman 3.1 fixture. 
 
 
Figure 21. Anvil Journeyman 3.1 fixture. 
 
The Journeyman fixture concept consists of custom machined parts attaching to the existing 
Journeyman fixture. The custom machined parts center about the bottom bracket and locate the shock 
mounts and pivots.  
The Clamp-on fixture concept attaches to the front triangle after the user welds the tubes. The 
Clamp-on design is similar to an existing fixture used to locate small accessories on the frame, such as 
bottle cage mounts. Figure 22 shows the current fixture locating small cable guides.  
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Figure 22. Clamping fixture for small accessories. 
 
 The Independent seat tube assembly fixture secures the seat tube and bottom bracket along with 
the suspension pivots. This allows the user to weld the suspension components before placing the seat 
tube assembly on the Anvil frame building fixture. This concept is shown in Figure 23. 
 
 
Figure 23. Independent seat tube fixture concept. 
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4.4.2 Rear Triangle Welding Fixture Ideation 
The rear triangle fixture must align critical part dimensions while supporting the tube set. Unique 
to the rear triangle are critical components such as the shock mounts and rear wheel axles Four design 
concepts include modifying the Anvil Journeyman frame, the Cage Jig, modifying the club’s Anvil chain 
stay mitering fixture, and an Open style fixture.  
 The first option would be to add custom parts to the current Journeyman fixture as shown 
previously in Figure 21. This concept provides a simple and intuitive solution, allowing the builder to 
construct everything on one fixture.   
 The Cage Jig fixture is a rigid box that locates the critical components of the rear triangle 
assembly. By fabricating the rear triangle inside the fixture, any coordinate can be located from reference 
surfaces along the cage. Figure 24 shows the Cage Jig. 
  
 
Figure 24. Conceptual rear triangle fixture known as the Cage Jig. 
 
 The Anvil chain stay mitering fixture would adapt an existing CPBB fixture to secure a full rear 
triangle assembly. This would include custom machined parts to increase adjustability. While this design 
could reduce cost, using existing fixtures could impede club workflow. The current Anvil chain stay 
mitering fixture is shown in Figure 25. 
 
 
Figure 25. Existing CPBB Anvil chain stay mitering fixture. 
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 The Open design concept functions similarly to modifying the Anvil chain stay mitering fixture. 
To optimize workflow, this fixture is specifically for rear triangle fabrication. This design allows for 
complete control and total adjustability. Figure 26 shows a rendering of the Open rear triangle fixture. 
 
 
Figure 26. Open rear triangle fixture. 
4.5 Welding Fixture Selection 
 A properly designed welding fixture will locate critical parts dimensions, secure components, and 
allow for welding access. When locating critical part dimensions, all fixtures will follow standards 
outlined in ASME Y14.5-2009 (14). Specifically, the important frame components (i.e. bearing mounts, 
pivot points, etc.) will locate referencing a single flat plane. The fixturing system must also secure parts 
even if the welder rotates the fixture to access difficult welds. The fixture should also allow provide 
clearance for the welding torch. Implementing toggle clamps and quick adjust handles streamlines time 
spent using the fixtures. In addition, toggle clamps and quick adjustment handles make the fixture more 
intuitive to unfamiliar CPBB members and prevent any unintentional adjustments. These criteria will 
drive final concept selection process. 
4.5.1   Seat Tube Welding Fixture Selection 
 The current welding fixture weighted decision matrix now includes user interaction, performance, 
and ease of manufacturing as the design criteria. A new design criterion, ease of manufacturing, gauges 
how difficult the fixture concept parts are to fabricate or source. Table 9 is the weighted decision matrix 
containing the seat tube design concepts and the design criteria dissected in specific functions. Appendix 
E contains the previous weighted decision matrix.  
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Table 9. Seat tube fixture weighted decision matrix. 
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Seat Tube Fixture Designs 
     
Independent 
Fixture  
Journeyman 
Fixture 
Clamp-on  
Fixture  
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n Weld Accessibility 4 4 16 4 16 3 12 
Intuitive 4 4 16 4 16 4 16 
Foolproof 3 3 9 3 9 3 9 
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 Compounded Error 5 5 25 3 15 2 10 
Portability 3 2 9 5 15 5 15 
Durability 4 4 16 4 16 3 12 
Ea
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f 
m
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rin
g  Custom Parts 4 2 8 3 12 3 12 
# of Parts 4 2 8 3 12 4 16 
Cost 4 2 8 4 16 4 16 
  Total Weighted Score 115 127 118 
 
From Table 9, the Journeyman fixture performs best. Based on the user interaction design 
criteria, all concepts perform similarly. However, when evaluating performance, a separation rift emerges. 
The Clamp-on fixture scores poorly since the fixture position depends upon the user’s accuracy when 
fabricating the front triangle. Compared to the other fixtures, the independent fixture is considerably 
larger and heavier. Considering manufacturing, the independent fixtures drastically falls behind due to its 
complexity and substantial part count. Overall, the Journeyman fixture suits the design criteria best.   
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4.5.2   Rear Triangle Welding Fixture Selection 
 A similar decision matrix evaluates the rear triangle fixtures against the same design criteria. 
Table 10 is the updated weighted decision matrix containing the rear triangle design concepts and the 
design criteria broken down in specific functions. 
 
Table 10. Rear triangle fixture weighted decision matrix. 
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Compounded Error 5 4 20 4 20 5 25 
Portability 3 3 9 4 12 2 6 
Durability 4 4 16 3 1 4 16 
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Custom Parts 4 2 8 3 12 2 8 
# of Parts 4 2 8 3 12 2 8 
Cost 4 2 8 4 16 2 8 
  Total Weighted Score 90 132 115 
 
Table 10 tells a similar story to Table 9. Adding to the existing Journeyman fixture strikes the 
best balance between user interaction, performance, and ease of manufacturing. In addition, adding to the 
existing Journeyman is the most intuitive for new and experienced CPBB members alike. A potential 
concern is if the additional fixtures impede a CPBB member constructing a non-FSMTB. However, with 
careful attention to detail, the additional fixture could remain a permanent addition to the Journeyman 
fixture.  
Moving forward, detailed analysis on the single-pivot suspension design will ensure the final 
design meets customer needs and wants. This analysis determines structural details, manufacturing plans, 
and validation testing. To construct the single-pivot suspension, both Journeyman fixture design concepts 
for the rear triangle and seat tube will undergo similar detailed analysis. 
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5 Final Design 
 The final design section details the chosen design and its functions. Major subsystems within the 
suspension system and fixtures each have a section detailing design decisions, analysis results, and how 
the design meets specifications. Appendix F contains an updated Design Hazards Checklist. All the 
drawings for the suspension system are in Appendix G. 
5.1 Final Design: Suspension System  
Figure 27 shows the final single-pivot suspension design. This design consists of 4 major 
subsystems detailing the main pivot hardware (blue), shock mount hardware (red), seat tube assembly 
(yellow) and the custom Boomürang Link (green). The following sections detail how each subsystem 
meet the engineering specifications, functions overall, and detailed analysis. 
 
 
Figure 27. ISO view of bike frame with single-pivot subsystem color coding. 
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5.1.1 Suspension Subsystem: Main Pivot Hardware 
 The main pivot’s function is to allow the mountain bike’s rear triangle to move independently 
from the front triangle. This subsystem includes components such as the pivot shell, main pivot axle, 
bearings, bearing washers, and bearing cups. Figure 28 shows an exploded view of the main pivot 
hardware.  
 
 
Figure 28. Main pivot assembly exploded view on frame. 
 
 The first step in developing the main pivot subsystem is to determine the load applied to the pivot 
during the worst-case load conditions for bearing selection. Figure 29 shows the free-body diagram used 
to develop a MATLAB code, attached in Appendix H, to determine the static loads at the main pivot. 
Table 11 summarizes the results from the static analysis.  
 
 
Figure 29. FBD showing load condition at bottom out. 
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Table 11. Loads at main pivot during bottom-out. 
 Fx* Fy* Magnitude 
Newtons -9902 3440 10024 
Pounds -2226 773 2253 
*Note: sign is relative to the FBD in Figure 29. 
 
 Calculating the static loads drives the design constraints for sourcing suitable pivot bearings and 
axle. Consulting a bicycle bearing supplier Enduro’s catalog, the 17289-2RS bearing’s static load rating 
exceeds the calculated static load (15). 
 Additionally, further research reveals that a single Enduro 17289-2RS bearing’s static load rating 
equates to both main pivot bearings, 6002-RS bearings, found on a Starling Murmur 29 (1). Currently, the 
bearings are available through Evil Bike’s website as part of a bearing replacement kit (16). Ultimately, 
purchasing the bearings directly from Enduro would allow for discounted pricing. 
 Picking the main pivot bearings also defines the maximum pivot axle diameter. Initially, the first 
plan involved turning the pivot axle and bearing washers out of 6061 or 7075 aluminum. However, a 
suitable pivot axle and bearing washers are available on Evil Bike’s website for purchase (17). Sourcing 
the pivot axle from an existing manufacturer meets the engineering specifications to reduce the custom 
part count, build time, and tooling required. The shear load on the pivot axle raised concerns. After 
calculating the shear load, Evil’s pivot axle is sufficiently strong. The MATLAB Code in Appendix H  
contains the full shear analysis. 
 Considering the overall costs, purchasing the pivot axle hardware from Evil’s website costs 
$34.99 (17). The main pivot bearings are also available from Evil as part of a bearing replacement kit 
costing $54.99 (16). However, purchasing the bearings directly from a bike shop would reduce the price. 
Appendix I contains a full cost breakdown. 
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5.1.2 Suspension Subsystem: Front Shock Mount 
 The front shock mount system consists of the doubler plate, shock tabs, bushings, and a bolt to 
secure the shock through the shock mounts. Figure 30 shows an exploded view of the front shock mount 
assembly.  
 
Figure 30. Exploded view of the front shock mount hardware. 
 
 From background research, many single pivot designs reinforce the front shock mount area with 
an additional steel plate to prevent the downtube from buckling. Both the Starling Murmur and 
Production Privée’s N°5 Shan feature a front shock mount reinforcement plate. Looking at the N°5 Shan, 
the doubler plate extends approximately 50 mm beyond shock mounting tab and wraps around the down 
tube 140° (2). From Production Privée’s video in Figure 3, silver braze attaches the doubler plate onto the 
downtube to avoid creating a heat affected zone. In addition, braze connects the doubler plate only along 
the edges, not across the down tube to ensure the front shock mount load transmits to the down tube 
closer to the neutral axis to minimize bending. To analyze the front shock mount, the free-body diagram 
in Figure 31 splits the load on the front shock mount into two components relative to the downtube.  
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Figure 31. Doubler plate assembly free body diagram. 
 
Understanding the loads, the front shock mount could fail by the downtube buckling, the silver 
braze shearing, or by the shock tabs shearing. Material properties for the tubing (18) and silver braze (19) 
in a MATLAB script attached in Appendix H determines appropriate doubler plate dimensions and tube 
wall thickness to begin testing. Table 12 tabulates these load components.  
 
Table 12. Loads at front shock mount during bottom-out. 
 Fx Fy Magnitude 
Newtons 9902 1591 10029 
Pounds 2226 356 2255 
 
From Table 12, a 190 mm X 49 mm X 0.9 mm thick doubler plate represents a safe starting point 
for testing on the downtube. While calculating the loads and developing the MATLAB code, it was clear 
that the loading on the front shock mount is a complex combination of bending, bucking, and shear. 
Therefore, physical testing detailed in the Design Verification Plan section will support the analytical 
results.  
Additional front shock mount hardware includes the shock bolt, and bushings. Existing FSMTBs 
use various assemblies of shock bolts and aluminum bushings to adapt to the size of the shock eyelet. To 
simplify assembly and minimize cost, an M8 bolt serves as the shock bolt a threaded hole in the shock tab 
creates an efficient attachment assembly. The bolt passes through a made-to-fit aluminum bushing 
depending on the user selected shock.   
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5.1.3 Suspension Subsystem: Boomürang Link 
 The Boomürang Link contains the main pivot bearings, rear shock mounts including flip-chips, 
and completes the rear triangle. Figure 32 shows the Boomürang Link and rear shock mount assembly.  
 
 
Figure 32. Exploded view of the Boomürang Link assembly. 
 
 To determine the Boomürang’s geometry, static analysis with the specified worst-case scenario 
helps identify minimal cross-sectional areas along the length of the Boomürang Link. Figure 33 shows 
free body diagrams illustrating the loads on the Boomürang Link. The calculations are shown in 
Appendix J, to get the loads for initial analysis. 
 
 
Figure 33. Free body diagram(s) of the Boomürang Link with the specified worst-case load. 
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FEA simulations in SolidWorks and Abaqus optimize the Boomürang for stiffness and minimal 
weight. To simulate the worst-case loading condition, the 5000N load oriented in line with the “rigid” 
shock simulates the reaction force felt by the Boomürang. Figure 34 shows the optimized Boomürang 
with weight reducing cutouts and a truss design.  
 
 
Figure 34. Abaqus Boomürang deflection results.  
  
 With the FEA simulation, the final Boomürang weights 503g. An additional cross brace connects 
the two Boomürang Links to provide lateral support. In addition to these simulations, stiffness testing 
detailed in the Design Verification chapter help validates the analytical model and results. 
 The flip chip at the rear shock mount on the Boomürang Link gives the builder freedom to use a 
200mm eye-to-eye shock or a 210mm eye-to-eye shock length while maintaining the bike’s kinematic 
profile. Figure 35 shows the specified flip-chip in the rear and forward position. With the flip-chip 
system, the builder can also fabricate their own flip-chip to customize their bike’s kinematic profile. 
 
  
Figure 35. Flip chip in the forward position (top) and rear position (left). 
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 For manufacturing, a pair of Boomürang Link start as two pieces of 1.25” x 4” x 12” steel stock. 
Although all of the Boomürang Link is less than 1.25” thick, the 1.25” thickness is necessary to machine 
the hoods to house the flip-chip, bearing bores, and to leave material to hold in the machine vise.     
 
5.1.4 Final System: Modifiable Single Pivot SolidWorks Model 
In order to allow the students to modify the bike to the geometry they desire, a SolidWorks model with 
parametric model is provided. These details are outlined in Appendix K. 
5.2 Final System: Fixture System 
 Figure 36 shows the final fixture designs attached to the Journeyman jig. The final fixture design 
consists of three subsystems locating the main pivot and seat tube bend, front shock mount, and 
Boomürang Link. The following sections detail how each fixture subsystem locates a critical component 
while meeting specifications. Appendix L contains detailed fixture drawings. 
  
 
Figure 36. Hück’s Law fixtures attached to the Journeyman jig. 
5.2.1 Fixture Subsystem: Main Pivot & Seat Tube Bend Locator 
 The main pivot fixture bolts to the existing Journeyman jig with available mounting points. For 
this subsystem, there are three major components: the main pivot locator, the seat tube bend locator, and 
the Journeyman attachment plate system. Figure 37 shows a labeled exploded view of how these 
components interact together and Appendix I contains a BOM and cost breakdown.  
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Figure 37. Exploded view of the main pivot subsystem. 
 
 By adapting to the Journeyman fixture, this design inherently becomes more familiar to all club 
members. Attaching to the Journeyman fixture also utilizes the Journeyman’s existing clamp system to 
secure the tube set. This saves funds that would otherwise be spent on toggle clamps and other securing 
mechanisms. Component feature are well within Cal Poly’s machining capabilities, allowing for on-
campus fabrication. Bolting hardware uses M8 metric bolts to stay consistent with the rest of the 
Journeyman’s hardware; ensuring a person would only need one set of wrenches for adjustments or 
maintenance. The main pivot fixture subsystem costs approximately $194.60 to manufacture Appendix I 
contains a full cost breakdown.  
5.2.2 Fixture Subsystem: Front Shock Mount Fixture 
After tack welding the front triangle, a CPBB member then uses the front shock mount fixture. 
This fixture aligns the front shock mount tabs with the downtube to prevent the shock binding. Figure 38 
shows the front shock mount fixture with a front triangle. Figure 39 shows an exploded view of the front 
shock mount fixture locating the main pivot and bottom bracket. 
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Figure 38. Front shock mount fixture secured to the front triangle. 
 
 
Figure 39. Exploded view of the front shock mount fixture locating at the main pivot & bottom bracket.  
 
 To attach the front shock mount, the fixture utilizes a thru-hole, dowels, spacers, and an M5 bolt 
to maintain proper spacing between the shock tabs in addition to alignment. Figure 40 shows the front 
shock mount alignment assembly. 
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Figure 40. Shock tab alignment system. 
  
 The large connecting plates locate off the main pivot and bottom bracket to align the suspension 
as well as the suspension to the rest of the front triangle. The connecting plates also prevent the fixture 
from rotating and misaligning the front shock mount. Materials required to fabricate the front shock 
mount fixture costs approximately $210.01 with the plates and the spacer being the most expensive. 
Appendix I contains a full cost breakdown.  
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5.2.3 Fixture Subsystem: Boomürang Fixture 
The Boomürang fixture functions to align the Boomürang Link with the rest of the rear triangle 
tubes. Figure 41 demonstrates how the fixture aligns the frame components on the Journeyman fixture.  
 
 
Figure 41. Boomürang fixture aligning Boomürang and rear triangle tubes. 
 
 For custom hardware, the Boomürang fixture utilizes a dummy shock connecting from the front 
shock mount to the Boomürang Link to properly orient the rear triangle. Figure 42 models the dummy 
shock as three rods of metal welded together with two through holes.  
 
 
Figure 42. Dummy Shock SolidWorks model. 
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6 Manufacturing 
 The manufacturing section details the fabrication processes for the suspension system fixture and 
how to use the fixtures to manufacture the suspension system. These details include part procurement, 
critical manufacturing operations, special equipment, assembly steps, and future recommendations. 
Included with these parts are the detailed drawings and recommended starting stock sizes. Appendix I 
contains an indented bill of materials detailing part numbers, assembly subgroups, vendors, quantities, 
and cost. 
6.1 Manufacturing: Boomürang Fixtures  
 Manufacturing the Boomürang requires two fixtures: one to hold the Boomerang during the 
second CNC operation and when drilling the cross-plate mounting holes. The CNC Boomürang fixture 
starts as an 11”x 15”x 1.5” aluminum stock and uses expanding mandrels along with Mitee-Bite clamps 
and rails to secure and locate the Boomürangs. Appendix I contains the specific Mitee-Bite part numbers 
under Boomürang machining fixture and Appendix L contains the drawings for the Boomürang fixture 
plate. Figure 43 shows the blank stock in the CNC mill and Figure 44 shows the fixture after machining. 
Additional engravings “NDS” and “DS” help future operators orient the non-drivetrain side and drivetrain 
side Boomürangs in the fixture. 
 
 
Figure 43. Initial fixture stock.  
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Figure 44. Boomürang fixture after machining. Note the “NDS” and “DS” engravings. 
 
The next step is to install the expanding mandrels, locating rails, and clamps. Figure 45 shows the 
locating and clamping hardware and Figure 46 shows the fixture secured to the CNC mill’s table, 
clamping hardware, and a test indicator using the indicating band to align the fixture with the table. 
 
  
Figure 45. Fixture locating and clamping hardware.  
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Figure 46. Boomürang fixture in CNC mill. Note the test indictors and indicating band. 
 
 The final Boomürang fixture secures and aligns the Boomürang so the builder can drill and tap 
the cross-plate mounting holes. The fixture is a one setup CNC part and includes a toggle clamp to secure 
the Boomürang quickly. The drawing for this fixture can be found in Appendix L. By locating off the 
front and back Boomürang surfaces, only one fixture is necessary. Figure 47 shows the cross-plate fixture 
and the fixture in use.  
 
  
Figure 47. Boomürang cross-plate drilling fixture (left) and the fixture in use (right).  
 
 During the confirmation prototype build, the Boomürang fixtures all performed exceptionally. 
The Boomürang CNC fixture requires many tapped holes to secure the rails and clamping hardware. 
Ideally, the CNC would tap the holes automatically. If hand tapping, all the holes would be thru-holes to 
all allow for tapping from both ends.  
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6.2 Manufacturing: Main Pivot Fixtures  
The main pivot fixture attaches to the Anvil fixture and starts as two pieces of aluminum stock 
and two pieces of steel stock. Additional hardware includes eight fasteners and six dowel pins available 
on McMaster-Carr. The fasteners hold four major component groups: the primary block, T-arm, main 
pivot and seat tube stand-offs, and the retaining cups. Figure 48 shows an exploded view of the main 
pivot fixture assembly. 
 
 
Figure 48. Exploded view of the main pivot fixture assembly. 
  
The primary block slides against the Journeyman fixture’s backing plate and acts as a datum. The 
block starts as a 2”x 4”x 6” piece of 6061 Aluminum and undergoes two CNC operations. Considering 
the CNC operation order, the recommended first operation is on the face mating with the Anvil backing 
plate. The dowel pin holes require predrilling with a #24 drill bit for reaming to 3.97 mm diameter for a 
proper fit. The threaded fasteners require a M5X0.8 tap. Figure 49 shows an isometric view of the 
primary block and the primary block after its first CNC operation.  
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Figure 49. Primary block front details (left) & after first CNC operation. 
 
The T-arm connects the primary block to the Anvil swingarm. The T-arm starts as a 6”x 8”x 2” 
piece of 6061 Aluminum and requires two CNC operations. The recommended first operation is on the 
surface touching the primary block and anvil swingarm to qualify the datum surfaces. The T-arm fastens 
to the primary block with M5 fasteners and dowel pins. The T-arm locates on the Anvil swingarm and 
attaches with two M5 tapped holes. Each pocketed hole locates the main pivot and seat tube stand-offs 
with two 4mm dowel pins and a M8X1.0 fastener each. Figure 50 shows the T-arm’s details and Figure 
51 shows the T-arm during CNC manufacturing.  
 
  
Figure 50. T-arm front details (left) & back details (right) for main pivot fixture. 
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Figure 51. T-bone during CNC manufacturing. 
 
The main pivot and seat tube stand-offs require lathe and mill operations. The main pivot stand-
off starts as a 1.25” OD x 6” 1018 CR Steel and the seat tube stand-off starts as a 1.625” OD x 6” 1018 
CR Steel. On the lathe, turn the stock to the proper outer diameter and drill a hole for a 0.8mm tap. These 
parts interface with the pocketed holes on the T-arm with two 4mm dowel pins and one M5 fastener. 
Figure 52 shows the two stand-offs and the mill operation to drill the off-axis dowel pin holes.  
 
  
Figure 52. Seat tube and main pivot stand-off hardware (left) and during manufacturing (right). 
 
The final components of the main pivot fixture are the retaining cups for the seat tube and main 
pivot. There parts start as an 1.625” OD x 2” rod and a 1.25” OD x 2” 1018 CR Steel round for the seat 
tube and main pivot retaining cup respectively. The critical dimension of these rings are the inner 
diameters so they interface with the tube set. These parts secure with an M8 fastener to their respective 
stand-offs. Figure 53 shows the complete seat tube and main pivot fixture attached to the Anvil jig.  
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Figure 53. Seat tube & main pivot fixture on Anvil jig.  
6.3 Manufacturing: Front Shock Mount Fixtures  
The front shock mount fixture consists of three major component groups: the side plates, locator 
cups, and front shock tab locators. The front shock mount fixture requires CNC mill operations, manual 
lathe operations, as well as drilling and tapping. Figure 54 shows the front shock mount fixture attached 
to a bike frame. 
 
Figure 54. Front shock mount fixture attached to bike frame. 
 
 The side plates start as 4”x 16”x 0.75” 6061 Aluminum and require two CNC operations. The 
first operation mills three pockets, one at the main pivot, one at bottom bracket, and one at the front shock 
mount. At each pocket, two 3.97mm thru holes allow two 4mm diameter dowel pins to align the locator 
cup into the respective pocket. A 0.217” diameter thru hole allows a M5 bolt to pass through on the 
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drivetrain side plate threading into the non-driveside plate with the frame in between. Figure 55 shows the 
pocket features on the side plate and Figure 56 shows the side plate during CNC manufacturing.   
 
 
Figure 55. Front shock mount side plate frame and non-frame side views. 
 
Figure 56. Side plate during CNC manufacturing. Note the holes only for clamping. 
 
 The locator cups start as 1.25”OD x 2” rounds of 1018 steel and interface with the frame. These 
parts require the lathe to turn down to the appropriate diameter and a drill press to drill dowel pin and 
threaded hole. Figure 57 shows the design details on a main pivot and bottom bracket locator cup. 
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Figure 57. Locator cup features for the front shock mount fixture. 
 
 The shock tab locator components assemble off the side plates to maintain the shock tab spacing 
and alignment. These parts start as aluminum stock before lathe facing and turning operations. These 
components include an extended shoulder bolt, an additional pair of smaller locating cups, and a spacer 
between the shock tabs. Figure 58 shows an exploded view of the shock tab locator assemble. Figure 59 
shows the complete front shock mount fixtures ready for frame manufacturing.  
 
 
 
 Figure 58. Exploded view of the shock tab locator components.  
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Figure 59. Fully assembled front shock mount fixture with shock tab locator.  
6.4 Manufacturing: Dummy Shock Fixtures  
The dummy shock fixture attaches to the front shock mount to simulate a shock’s eye to eye 
length in order to locate the Boomürang Link. The dummy shock consists of three steel rods welded 
together. These rods require facing, turning, and thru drilling operations. Figure 60 shows the dummy 
shocks simulating 200mm and 210mm eye to eye lengths. Critical dimensions include the hole-to-hole 
length as well as the end cylinder length. Engraved labels help streamline frame manufacturing. 
 
 
Figure 60. Labeled dummy shock components.  
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Figure 61 With the dummy shock in place, the builder can locate the Boomürangs and begin to 
miter the rear triangle tube set on the Journeyman fixture like any other frame build. Figure 61 shows the 
200mm dummy shock in use during the confirmation prototype build to orient the Boomürangs in 
position. Now the builder can begin mitering the rear triangle tubes. 
 
 
Figure 61. Dummy shock during confirmation prototype build orienting Boomürangs. 
 
 Manufacturing the fixtures cost $286 in total. Table 13 shows a fixture-by-fixture cost breakdown 
compared to the estimated cost. All the fixtures are underbudget due to material donations and MESFAC 
funding. Additionally, material donations save valuable shipping time. Often, a part or fixture could go 
from CAD drawing, to CAM code, and to final part within a day. This quick turnaround time plays a 
critical role in iterating designs. Appendix I contains a detailed budget breakdown.  
Table 13. Manufacturing budget breakdown. 
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Component Expected Cost Actual Cost 
Seat Tube & Main Pivot Fixture $194.28 $2.23 
Front Shock Mount Fixture $184.47 $3.89 
Dummy Shock Fixture $43.79 $1.27 
Boomürang Machining Fixture $607.09 $199.09 
Boomürang Cross-Plate Fixture $51.21 $31.20 
Total $1,080.84 $237.68 
 
6.5 Manufacturing: Boomürang System 
 The Boomürang system consists of three major component groups: the Boomürang itself, the flip-
chip hardware assembly, and the cross-brace. Manufacturing the Boomürang and flip-chip parts requires a 
CNC mill. External hardware including one M8X1.25 70 mm long shoulder bolt available from 
McMaster-Carr. The Boomürang Link starts as a piece of 1.25”x 4”x 12” plate of A36 steel before CNC 
milling. Note the CNC operator should know how to align two vises. The first CNC operation creates the 
main-pivot bearing bore, flip chip bore, and weight reduction cutouts. A detailed setup sheet is in 
Appendix M Figure 62 shows a Boomürang as initial stock and after the first operation.  
 
  
Figure 62. Boomürang as initial stock (left) and after first operation (right).  
  
A band saw removes excess material before clamping the Boomürang to the Boomürang fixture 
for the second operation. When installing the Boomürang fixture, the operator should use the build-in 
indicating strip to align the fixture as shown in Figure 63. The Boomürang fixture locates the Boomürang 
with expanding mandrels and with a center locating rail. Mitee-Bite clamps secure the work to the fixture. 
Appendix N contains detailed fixture operation instructions. Figure 64 shows a Boomürang with excess 
material removed and Figure 65 shows two complete Boomürangs in the fixture after the second 
operation.  
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Figure 63. Indicating strip. Note the fixture engraving.  
 
 
Figure 64. Boomürang with excess material band sawed away.  
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Figure 65. Machined Boomürangs ready for cross-plate drilling. 
 
The final Boomürang operation is to drill and tap the cross-plate mounting holes. Figure 66 shows 
the Boomürang cross-plate drilling fixture with a machined Boomürang ready for drilling. To drill the 
holes, the operator uses a hand drill to drill with a #30 drill bit, then hand taps M4X0.7 threads. It is best 
practice to first drill 1” deep to not break through and create a rough edge.  
 
 
Figure 66. Boomürang in cross-plate drilling fixture. Note the two drill guide holes. 
 
 The cross-plate starts as a thin piece of steel and undergoes plasma cutting or water jetting. Using 
the programmable cutter gives the builder freedom to add personalized designs and increases the bike’s 
“cool factor”. Figure 67 shows the cross-plate for the confirmation prototype. However, the confirmation 
prototype features a CNC cross-plate due to a CNC mill being more available than a plasma cutter or 
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water jet. Although a builder cannot cut engravings with a plasma cutter or water jet, the builder could 
add a 3-D printed plate that snaps on.  
 
 
Figure 67. Sample aluminum cross-plate with Cal Poly’s CP engraving. Note engravings and chamfers 
are not possible with other manufacturing methods. 
 
The flip-chip assembly starts as aluminum stock before CNC milling operations. Due to their 
small size and simple geometry, it is easy to batch out multiple flip chips at a time. Figure 68 shows flip-
chips after the first CNC milling operation.  
 
 
Figure 68. Flip-chips during CNC machining.  
  
 When assembling the complete Boomürang system, the builder uses a threaded flip-chip on the 
non-drive side and a thru-hole flip chip on the drive side. The flip-chips should slip into the machined 
pockets on the Boomürang. However, during the confirmation prototype build the thru-hole flip-chip 
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needed additional sanding to achieve the proper slip fit. This issue is most likely from the steel 
Boomürang’s first operation rather than the aluminum flip-chip. Final Boomürang G-code will resolve 
this issue.  
6.6 Manufacturing: Frame Front Triangle System 
Front triangle parts procurement involves purchasing components from bicycle manufacturers, 
bicycle frame tubes, raw plate stock, and fastening hardware from McMaster-Carr. Currently, the bearing 
washers and main pivot axle are available as a kit through Evil Bikes website (17). While bearing washers 
and an axle appear simple, they feature tight tolerances and complex, multi-operational geometry. 
Therefore, purchasing these parts makes the most sense. Detailed engineering drawings of the existing 
axle provides a backup plan in case Evil Bikes discontinues their current pivot axle design. Figure 69 
shows the pivot axle as shown on Evil’s website.  
 
 
 
 
Figure 69. Pivot axle and bearing washers available from Evil Bikes (17). 
 
 Evil also sells the specified Enduro 17289-2RS bearings as part of a bearing replacement kit. 
However, the replacement bearing kit costs $54.99 (16) and includes other unnecessary bearings. To 
reduce user costs, an alternative is to purchase only the 17289-2RS bearings directly from Enduro. With 
the pivot axle and bearing hardware, the next major step is to purchase the frame tube set and to miter the 
tubes to the builder’s specific frame geometry. When purchasing tubes, the builder should purchase a 
38.1mm downtube. For proper fixture operation, the builder should first consult with a CPBB officer. 
Figure 70 shows how the Bike Builder’s current fixtures help a builder orient a tube.  
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Figure 70. Tube mitering using the existing CPBB fixtures. 
 
 With the front triangle tubes mitered, the next operation is to assemble the front triangle in the 
Anvil Journeyman fixture with the main pivot fixture. Placing the complete front triangle together allows 
for visual miter inspection. Often miters require subtle hand filing for a perfect fit. Figure 71 shows the 
main pivot fixture attached to the Anvil Journeyman fixture and Figure 72 shows the front triangle 
assembly in the Journeyman.  
 
 
Figure 71. Main Pivot Fixture attached to existing Journeyman. Remove main pivot locator before use 
(circled in red). 
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Figure 72. Front triangle tube set mitered to fit and ready for tack welding. Note at this phase the main 
pivot shell is not mitered to fit. 
 
 Once the front triangle passes visual inspection, the next operation is to either tack weld or tack 
braze all the tubes together. From experience manufacturing the confirmation prototype, it is best practice 
to fully weld the bottom bracket junction before cutting out the main pivot shell.  
The main pivot shell starts as a 1” OD steel rod and requires boring and reaming on the manual 
lathe to 19 mm so the main pivot axle can fit through. To fit the main pivot shell to the front triangle, use 
a 1” OD hole saw, a vise, tube blocks, and a manual mill to cut a hole near the bottom bracket junction. 
Figure 73 shows the front triangle in the mill in preparation for main pivot mitering. The Operator Manual 
in Appendix O details how to locate the main pivot cutout and to achieve the best cut on the mill. 
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Figure 73. Cutting the main pivot shell.  
 
 Reassemble the frame on the Journeyman fixture with the main pivot fixture stand off to tack 
weld the main pivot shell into the front triangle. Figure 74 shows the main pivot shell aligned with the 
main triangle and ready for tack welding.  
 
 
Figure 74. Main pivot shell ready for tack welding to the front triangle.  
 
6.7 Manufacturing: Front Shock Mount System 
The front shock mount assembly consists of the doubler plate and shock tabs. The doubler plate 
starts as a 0.040” thick piece of water-jet sheet steel. The water-jet allows for precise, repeatable, batch 
manufacturing with minimal finishing steps. The front shock tabs start as 1/8” sheet metal that is also 
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water-jetted to size. However, the confirmation prototype uses shock tabs angle ground from available 
stock. Shock tab sizing will change depending on the builder’s frame size as shown in Figure 75. The 
builder still needs to file away sharp edges and chamfer the weld edge with an angle grinder to maximize 
contact area between the shock tabs and doubler plate for welding. With patience and guidance from 
experienced Bike Builders, a builder can quickly reach the desired dimensions and curvature. Figure 76 
shows sample shock tabs.  
 
  
Figure 75. Varying shock tab sizing across frame sizes. 
 
 
Figure 76. Sample shock tabs. Note the beveled ends to match the downtube curvature.  
 
The builder forms the doubler plate with an arbor press and a CNC machined mandrel to achieve 
a ¾" radius bend to cup the 1.5” diameter downtube. Figure 77 shows the mandrels ready to bend a 
doubler plate blank in the Aero Hangar’s arbor press. The drawing for this fixture is found in Appendix L. 
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Figure 77. Doubler plate pressing assembly with doubler blank. Note the shim block. 
 
Initial sheet metal spring back calculations size the male mandrel to .63” to achieve the ¾” radius. 
However, these initial calculations were incorrect, resulting in doubler plates with greater radii. It was 
also quickly apparent that with the pre-sized doubler plates, applying pressure with the arbor press would 
often make the doubler plate slip and cause the doubler plate to bend asymmetrically. Alternative 
solutions to fixture the doubler plate were unsuccessful. If the user allowed the sample to slip and simply 
re-bends the doubler plate at different angles, the doubler plate eventually forms the correct shape. The 
user may also need a vice to “squeeze” the doubler plate into a tighter radius as shown in Figure 78. 
Figure 79 shows a correctly fitting doubler plate on a sample downtube. Appendix P is an in depth 
description for how the user will manufacture the doubler plate. 
In a future iteration, the male mandrel could improve with a machined flat surface. The flat 
surface would interface with the arbor press better and help prevent slip. However during the 
confirmation prototype build, the male mandrel never created issues.  
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Figure 78. Fine tuning the doubler plate curvature with a vise. Soft jaws not necessary.  
 
 
Figure 79. Ideal doubler plate and downtube fit for brazing or welding. 
 
The builder assembles the front shock mount components with the front shock mount fixture to 
locate and tack weld the front shock mount assembly. Figure 80 show the front shock mount assembly 
and fixture. The Operator Manual in Appendix Q contains detailed instructions on how to use the fixture. 
Once satisfied all the components fit well, the front shock mount assembly is ready for tacking. Figure 81 
shows the front shock mount with tack welds. 
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Figure 80. Front shock mount securing the front shock mount assembly (left) and detailed view (right). 
 
 
Figure 81. Front shock mount assembly tack welds. 
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6.8 Manufacturing: Confirmation Prototype Assembly 
After the main pivot fixture, front shock mount locator, and dummy axle, fabricating the FSMTB 
frame is like any other frame built by CPBB. Figure 82 shows the frame ready for tack welding and 
Figure 83 shows the frame after tack welding and ready for full welding.  
 
 
Figure 82. Complete FSMTB frame ready for tack welding. 
 
 
Figure 83. Complete FSMTB out of fixture after tack welding. Note the additional gusset.  
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 After welding, it is time for paint. To prepare the frame for paint, the frame needs an initial 
primer coat. Protect critical features such as bolt threads, the main pivot, bottom bracket, and head tube 
from paint. Figure 84 shows the primer coating. Although difficult, it remains important to prime and 
paint the Boomürang pockets shown in Figure 85. 
 
  
Figure 84. Front and rear triangle with initial primer coatings.  
 
 
Figure 85. Priming inside the Boomürang pockets.  
 
Once the primer coats dry, it is time to apply paint. The confirmation prototype uses CPBB 
available Spray Bike brand paint. Depending on the design and color choice, difficulty painting the frame 
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can vary drastically. The confirmation prototype features a pink front triangle and black rear triangle with 
pink accents. Figure 86 shows tape masking, sanding between paint coats, and the final rear triangle ready 
for clear coating.   
   
Figure 86. Rear triangle masking (left), front triangle sanding (center), and painted rear triangle (right).  
 
 With clear-coating it is best practice to let the frame dry at least 24 hours, preferable 48 hours, 
before any handling. While sanding and additional paint can easily cover smudges, it is nearly impossible 
to fix smudges in the clear coat layer. After the frame dries, reaming and thread chasing removes any 
internal distortions from welding or thickness from paint.  Figure 87 shows seat tube reaming. Mountain 
bike components then fit on the frame to complete the bike. Figure 88 shows the complete confirmation 
prototype.  
 
Figure 87. Reaming the seat tube to remove weld distortion. 
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Figure 88. Complete confirmation prototype.  
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7 Design Verification  
 The design verification section details tests to evaluate and confirm how the final design meets 
the engineering specifications listed in Table 4 along with the DV&P spreadsheet attached in Appendix R. 
The final design must meet specifications in cost, deflection stiffness, weight, kinematic analysis, part 
count, build time, and tooling required. 7.1 evaluates the front shock mount’s strength and dominant 
failure mode. 7.2 compares FEA deflection stiffness to physical testing to evaluate the FEA model. 7.3 
tests each fixture during the confirmation prototype build process. While no formal tests evaluate cost, 
kinematic analysis, build time, part count, and tooling required, section 7.4 discusses these specifications. 
Appendix I contains a cost breakdown and part count list. Figure 19 shows the suspension’s kinematic 
characteristics. Table 14 updates Table 4 with design verification results.   
 
Table 14. Updated design specification table with verification results.  
 
7.1 Front Shock Mount Structural Testing 
 With the specified worst-case 5,000N load applied vertically at the rear wheel, the front shock 
mount assembly experiences a net load over 10,000N or over 2200lbs as shown in the hand calculations 
in Appendix H. The front shock mount assembly consists of two shock tabs, a doubler plate, a down tube, 
and silver braze or TIG weld to bond the assembly. These varying components complicates modeling the 
front shock mount’s dominant failure mode and therefore requires structural testing. Structural testing 
also determines the optimum doubler plate size and shock tab thickness to minimize weight. 
 Front shock mount testing utilizes the Instron in the Composites Lab in room 136-192 and a 
fixture to replicate the loading conditions. Figure 89 shows an annotated drawing of the Instron testing 
fixture for the front shock mount and Figure 90 shows the completed fixture in the Instron. The fixture 
design consists of 2” X 2” steel square tubing welded in an “L” shape. The lower Instron head grips a 
sliding carriage, giving the fixture adjustment room for alignment. Two steel cups hold the sample at the 
correct angle with tack welds to replicate the constrained end conditions. The sample tube length is 
650mm with the front shock mount 330mm from the bottom bracket to replicate the length and position 
of the downtube on a large frame.  
Spec. # Parameter Description Requirement / Target Tolerance Pass/Fail Results 
1 Cost $250 Max Fail $405 
2 Frame Weight 4 kg Max Pass 3.4 kg 
3 Boomürang Strength 5000 N Load Min Pass  
4 Kinematic Analysis Pass/Fail N/A Pass  
5 Part Count Minimum N/A Min  
6 Build Time Minimum N/A Min  
7 Tooling Required Minimum N/A Min  
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Figure 89. Labeled Instron testing fixture for the front shock mount. 
 
 
Figure 90. Front shock mount fixture with sample in Instron. Note the tab gripping the upper Instron 
head. 
  
The first test sample, Sample 1, consists of a welded front shock mount assembly. At 10,000N 
Sample 1 showed no signs of yielding. Before the next test, excess material from the inside of the shock 
tabs was removed to reduce weight. Sample 1 tested again and showed no yielding.  At this point, Sample 
1 was whacked with a ball peen hammer to simulate significant rock damage and again showed no 
yielding. After five total tests, Sample 1 finally failed at a load of 2919lbs or 12984N. Figure 91 shows 
the Instron data output for Sample 1’s first test and Figure 92 shows Sample 1 after failure.  
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Figure 91. Sample 1 Instron data. Note the peak at 0.150” indicates permanent deformation afterwards. 
 
 
Figure 92. Sample 1 showing downtube buckling at 2919lbs.  
 
 The test results exceed initial expectations and shows that the dominant failure mode is from the 
down tube buckling rather than the shock mount assembly shearing or a weld failure. Working off these 
results, Sample 2 consists of the same geometry, but bonded with braze. Figure 93 shows Sample 2.  
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Figure 93. Brazed doubler plate and shock tabs for Sample 2.  
 
Sample 2 fails at 2608lbs with the downtube buckling while all other components remain intact. 
These tests prove that the builder can weld or braze the front shock assembly to the downtube and expect 
to meet the specified load. Depending on the user’s frame size, the perpendicular distance between the 
shock mount hole and the down tube can vary. Sample 1 and 2 both validate when the shock mount is far 
away from the downtube and Sample 3 tests when the shock mount hole lies closer to the downtube. For 
manufacturing efficiency, Sample 3 uses welds to bond the shock assembly. Sample 3 failed at 3952lbs, 
drastically exceeding the required 2200lbs load requirement. Table 15 summaries the doubler plate testing 
results.  
Table 15. Doubler plate testing results summary.  
Sample Failure Load (lbs) Safety Factor 
Failure Energy 
(J) Pass/Fail 
Sample 1 2919 1.32 28 Pass 
Sample 2 2608 1.18 25 Pass 
Sample 3 3952 1.79 60 Pass 
 
All samples failed at loads higher than the specified 2200lbs. These tests prove that a builder can 
weld or braze their front shock mount assembly. The front shock mount assembly design also remains 
safe across a wide size range of frame sizes. Finally, removing excess material from the shock tabs has no 
impact on the front shock mount’s strength. Removing material decreases the frame’s weight and 
increases overall performance. 
There are some suggested modifications for future testing. For the Instron fixture, the Instron 
shock tab would often buckle before the sample fails. This delays valuable testing time and stalls the 
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project progress. Therefore, future tests should use a tab thicker than 1/2” and it is best practice to have an 
addition tab. In addition, orienting the fixture in the Instron proved challenging. Including a gauge to 
quickly verify alignment would decrease setup time and prevent the Instron tab from buckling out of 
plane.  
7.2 Boomürang Deflection Testing 
 Deflection testing validates the FEA model. The deflection test utilizes the existing Instron test 
fixture with an additional bracket to support a Boomürang through the main pivot bore. Weights hanging 
off the Boomürang’s rear shock mount in a bucket simulate an applied load at bottom out while a test 
indicator measures deflection at the rear shock mount. A solid steel insert fills the chain stay hole to 
prevent localized deflection. Figure 94 shows the deflection test setup.   
 
   
Figure 94. Boomürang stiffness test setup. Initial testing used a dial indicator. 
 
 Before every test, zero the test indicator with the bucket and hardware attached. Additional mass 
in 2.6kg increments gets added four times. After each additional weight, record the test indicator reading. 
Table 16 shows the deflection data from six trials.  
  
Test Indicator Location 
Steel Insert 
Weights 
Additional Bracket 
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Table 16. Deflection testing data. 	
 Test 1 
Deflection 
(in) 
Test 2 
Deflection 
(in) 
Test 3 
Deflection 
(in) 
Test 4 
Deflection 
(in) 
Test 5 
Deflection 
(in) 
Test 6 
Deflection 
(in) 
Total Mass 
(kg) 
Force 
(N) 
0.837 8.203 0 0 0 0 0 0 
3.421 33.5 0.0012 0.00125 0.0012 0.0014 0.0014 0.0015 
6.005 58.8 0.0025 0.0026 0.0026 0.0026 0.0027 0.0028 
8.589 84.2 0.004 0.0039 0.0039 0.0039 0.0041 0.004 
11.178 110 0.0052 0.0052 0.0051 0.0051 0.0054 0.0055 
 
Performing an uncertainty analysis on the deflection data, each deflection measurement 
encounters statistical uncertainty, deflection measurement uncertainty, and mass measurement 
uncertainty. Table 17 details the average deflection from the tests at each force increment and the 
calculated overall uncertainties.  
Table 17. Deflection testing uncertainty analysis.  
Force 
(N) 
Average 
Deflection 
(in) 
Standard 
Deviation 
 
Deflection 
Uncertain 
(in) 
Mass 
Uncertainty 
(kg) 
Overall 
Uncertain 
 
Uncertain 
Percentage 
 
Lower 
Bound 
Deflection 
Upper 
Bound 
Deflection 
8.203 0.0000 0.00000 0.00025 0.0005 0.000559 N/A -0.00056 0.000559 
33.5 0.0013 0.00013 0.00025 0.0005 0.000573 43 0.0008 0.0019 
58.8 0.0026 0.00010 0.00025 0.0005 0.000568 22 0.0021 0.0032 
84.2 0.0040 0.00008 0.00025 0.0005 0.000565 14.2 0.0034 0.0045 
110 0.0053 0.00016 0.00025 0.0005 0.000583 11.1 0.0047 0.0058 
 
The uncertainty analysis shows decreasing uncertainty percentage with more force on the 
Boomürang. Above 60 N, the uncertainty percentage is under an acceptable 20%. However, a better 
representation is to plot the data from Table 17. Comparing the average deflection data results with the 
FEA deflection data results in a Force vs. Deflection graph shown in Figure 95. The slopes represent the 
Boomürang’s stiffness and the test results stiffness.  
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Figure 95. Boomürang Force vs. Deflection plot. Note Stiffness Testing Average trendline shows 
forward forecasting. 
 
Figure 95 shows that the physical Boomürang is less stiff than the FEA model prediction. 
Comparing the 19276 N/in deflection testing stiffness to the 24631 N/in FEA model stiffness, there is a 
27.8% error between the two. This error percentage can result from the simulation model, the test 
fixture’s rigidity, and how the data measurement process. After consulting with Professor Mello, it is 
likely the Instron fixture adapter flexes underload, resulting in artificially high deflection readings. In 
addition, the Boomürang deflects in an arc and moves away from the indicator in two axes resulting in 
higher deflection readings. Initial FEA models in SolidWorks FEA resulted in even higher percent errors 
before switching to a model in Abaqus. Finally, the Boomürang test sample is allegedly made from 5083 
aluminum but since the material is from a donation, there is no data sheet or label qualifying the stock’s 
specific material properties. A hardness test or tensile test can help determine the exact material 
properties. Future testing should use a stiffer, dedicated fixture and measure deflection at multiple 
locations to minimize error between the FEA model and physical sample. 
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7.3 Fixture Buildability Testing 
 Building the confirmation prototype test fixture usability. This consists of fixture intuitiveness, 
ergonomics, and safety. Intuitiveness and ergonomics help avoid manufacturing bottlenecks as well as 
injury to the operator. The main pivot fixture is first in the build process. While building the confirmation 
prototype, other Cal Poly Bike Builders could identify how the stand-off functions and how the fixture 
attaches to the Anvil Journeyman fixture. However, during the confirmation prototype build it also 
became apparent that the main pivot standoff was slightly off parallel to the bottom bracket standoff. A 
potential reason is due to how far the tubes are from the fixture’s end, causing the standoff to deflect 
under the frame’s weight and become misaligned. Figure 96 shows the area in question. Adding a gusset 
plate under the standoff would provide additional support and keep the standoffs aligned.  
 
   
Figure 96. Seat tube and bottom bracket stand offs. Stand-off distance could result in deflection. 
 
The next fixture is the front shock mount fixture. The fixture intuitively orients off the bottom 
bracket cutout. However, assembling the bolt through the front shock tabs and dummy shock is more 
challenging since the user must orient and thread a bolt through five separate components. However, the 
process becomes must easier with a team mate or if the operator lays the frame on a table. Figure 97 
shows the front shock mount fixture in use to align a front shock mount assembly. From the operator 
manual in Appendix Q, the operator may need to remove the shock tabs often to contour the edges to the 
doubler plate. An improvement would replace the M5 bolt with a quick locking system to improve 
efficiency. 
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Figure 97. Front shock mount fixture. 
 
The dummy shock fixture is last during the build process. During the confirmation prototype 
build, there were no issues bolting the dummy shock to the Boomürangs through the flip chip. Figure 98 
shows the Boomürangs attached to the dummy shock. With the dummy shock fixture, assembling the rear 
triangle is like any other bike. However, the user should hand file the rear triangle tubes to fit the 
Boomürangs without significant gaps. Figure 99 shows a rear triangle mitered to fit. 
 
 
Figure 98. Dummy shock attached to Boomürangs. 
 
 
Figure 99. Rear triangle mitered to fit axle dropouts and 
Boomürangs.  
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7.4 Other Design Specification Testing 
 Other design specifications include cost, suspension kinematics, part count, build time, and 
tooling required. From building the confirmation prototype, the estimated frame cost is $405 which is 
$155 above $250. Although above the $250 specification, this cost remains substantially lower than costs 
on the market. Initial rides at in Poly Canyon and at the Eucs confirm the bike’s suspension and ride 
qualities are similar to other FSMTB. The bike only utilizes tools available in the Hangar and tools 
provided by CPBB. Besides the CNC Boomürangs, the build would need no additional tools compared to 
building a traditional bike frame. Using the four extra fixtures would increase the build time by 12 hours 
compared to normal bike frame.  
8   Project Management 
The Project Management chapter assess the overall management process over the project’s 
duration and details additional information in the appendices. OneDrive stores and shares all 
documentation to leverages Microsoft Word and Excel’s power. Major deliverables and project 
components each have their own folders including CAD files of the bike and fixtures. Organizing CAD 
files could use future improvement. Ideally, CAD storage would occur in the CAD program itself to avoid 
broken models and to link the fixture model. Additionally, it is best practice to name files with a 
consistent naming scheme. However, Google Slides works more effectively than PowerPoint for 
presentation creation and sharing. A Google Photos album allows for quick photo sharing. Slack serves as 
an excellent messaging and communication platform and is also the same platform for CPBB. 
Reflecting on the overall project management, there are potential future improvements. While 
TeamGantt is powerful, it’s also intricate and did not suit this specific project and team. TeamGantt sends 
daily e-mail notifications and over time, it is easy to habitually ignore the e-mail updates. For the last 
month leading up to Senior Project Expo, the most efficient management system was a paper calendar and 
shared checklist. Figure 100 shows the calendar and Appendix U contains the checklist.  
 
 
Figure 100. Project calendar for May leading up to Senior Expo.  
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 Table 18 organizes key project tasks from Figure 100 and compares the intended and actual 
completion dates. While some tasks were completed on schedule, some task took longer due to tooling 
and fixture availability.  
 
Table 18. Important deliverables with intended dates and actual dates 
Task Intended Delivery Date 
Actual Delivery 
Date 
Welding Fixtures Complete 05/07 05/07 
Downtube Testing Complete 05/10 05/17 
Weld Front Triangle 05/12 05/16 
Machining Fixtures Complete 05/14 05/19 
Weld Rear Triangle 05/19 05/26 
Bike Fully Assembled 05/21 05/29 
Senior Project Expo 05/31 05/31 
Final Design Report Submitted 05/31 06/03 
 
Appendix I contains an indented bill of materials organizing the requisite materials with details 
such as costs, quantity, and procurement source sorted by subsystem. Currently, a builder spends $405 to 
construct a frame and CPBB pays $572 for the fixtures before factoring donations and MESFAC 
reimbursements. In order to clearly identify what the project team purchased, Appendix S contains this 
spreadsheet. Appendix S also contains MESFAC reimbursed items not included in the total cost. Overall 
project budget sums to $711, $211 over the initial budget. While over budget, every effort was made to 
source donated materials and manufacture in-house.  
Appendix K through Appendix Q contains the operator manuals documenting how a builder uses 
the new fixtures to build their own FSMTB. Appendix T contains Gantt charts outlining the project 
timeline for Winter Quarter after CDR and Spring Quarter. However, Figure 100 contains the most up-to-
date project timeline. The Gantt charts reflect the single pivot design and the Previous Gantt charts reflect 
the previous linkage-driven single pivot design. Design verification progressed in parallel to the 
confirmation prototype build. Even so, final parts on the confirmation prototype were only added after 
testing. To promote safety for CPBB and to mitigate hazards, Appendix V contains a Risk Assessment.  
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9   Conclusions & Recommendations 
Considering the overall project goal, giving CPBB the capability to manufacture FSMTB, the 
project is a success. The confirmation prototype brings substantial new interest to CPBB from industry, 
professors, and students. Despite a mid-year redesign, the final deliverables exceed initial expectations. 
The operator manuals, fixtures, and predesigned parts substantially increase CPBB’s overall capabilities.  
 The confirmation prototype’s initial rides show favorable suspension kinematics and provides the 
rider with a fun experience. The rear-suspension isolates itself when pedaling uphill for maximum power 
transfer. When descending, the bike feels nimble while remaining capable. Even so, the bike uses donated 
and borrowed components from club members. With new components, the complete bike can lose weight 
and reach its true potential.  
 The confirmation prototype validates the fixtures. Ideally, the bike would remain fully assembled 
for test riding so prospective builders can feel the ride characteristics. However, since the bike currently 
uses many borrowed parts, at the end of the school year many components will return to their owners. For 
future use, CPBB should allocate funds or reach out to people to ensure that the confirmation prototype 
stays ready to ride. 
It is impossible to understate how this project’s success is built upon the collective generosity of 
many people. Material donations from El Camino Machine and Welding saves over $500 from the project 
budget. Bike drivetrain donations from Curtis Wathne saves over $250 and helps keep the confirmation 
prototype ready to ride. Frame loading conditions from Jason McDonald, an engineer at Specialized 
Bicycle, drove structural design, analysis, and testing. On countless occasions, Professor Mello gave 
insight into design, FEA, manufacturing, and testing. Joshua DiMaggio, the Composites Lab technician, 
always made himself available for Instron testing, even on short notice. KC Egger graciously modeled the 
Boomürang in Abaqus FEA to validate the SolidWorks FEA model, ultimately cutting the error 
percentage in half.  
The team’s collective motivation and perpetual drive stands as one of the project’s biggest 
highlights. Even with substantial redesigns and deadlines, at no point did the entire team resign to defeat 
and quit. The team’s resolve comes down to two reasons: a belief and understanding in the product and 
trust in one another. Individually each team member maintains a close connection to cycling as a passion, 
sport, and customer. This creates an internal, personal standard for the final product in addition to the 
established customer and engineering specifications. Throughout the project, the goal was to develop a 
great product, not to simply get a passing grade. Previously successful projects also create a strong 
working and social relationship among teammates. This also means that each team member understands 
each other’s strengths, weaknesses, and work ethic. As a result, the team adapts quickly to unforeseen 
setbacks and quickly divides large tasks. 
Dr. Kean is a fantastic sponsor. He responds quickly to emails and questions. With design 
decisions, he consistently gave the team helpful feedback and asked clarifying questions. However, if the 
project direction began to stray away from the primary objective, he brought the project back. 
Approaching major deadlines, he gave the team enough space to work diligently. 
Future improvements to the single-pivot suspension design and manufacturing process can 
increase efficiency and minimize misalignment. To design a rear-suspension system, a builder needs 
SolidWorks, BikeCAD, and Linkage. The included SolidWorks file streamlines the design process by 
combining SolidWorks with key features in BikeCAD. A future improvement would also integrate 
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Linkage so the builder can model various suspension setups while validating component compatibility in 
real time. In addition, integrating the programs would save the builder the $25 license fee to Linkage. 
The main pivot fixture locators need additional supports to prevent deflection and misalignment. 
In addition, it’s likely the Anvil Journeyman fixture needs additional mounting points securely hold the 
main pivot fixture. The front shock mount locator should include an adjustment feature to allow future 
builders to locate their front shock mount differently. Manufacturing the shock tabs involves the most 
hand-fitting and takes the most time. Using the bench grinder, the edge bevels are useable, but from 
perfect. A fixture dedicated to beveling the front shock tabs would remove variability associated with 
hand filing. Hole sawing the main-pivot hole in the frame could benefit from a dedicated fixture as well 
so builders only need to locate one surface.  
Before the redesign, the original design included a linkage rear suspension system. A major 
improvement would build upon the lessons learned from this senior project to develop a similar set of 
fixtures and pre-made parts for a linkage rear suspension system. Even better, the linkage rear suspension 
would reuse the existing fixtures from Team Hück’s Law.  
In many ways, this project mirrors a mountain bike ride: brutally steep climbs, rewarding 
summits, treacherous, technical descents, and the occasional fall. Yet above all else, there is an 
overwhelmingly profound sense of accomplishment and a hunger to go again.  
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Appendices 
Appendix A  
Survey Results Summary 
A survey was conducted including results from 45 participants from CPBB and Cal Poly Cycling. 
This survey was sent out to club members to take voluntarily. The purpose was to better understand what 
a prospective customer would be looking for on a full suspension mountain bike in terms of intended use 
as well as desired standards. Below are a few key results and findings. 
 
 
Few riders want to make a cross country FSMTB bike. Most would prefer trail or enduro style FSMTB.  
 
Most participants prefer a 29” wheeled bicycle however a significant portion would like 27.5” as well. 
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The two types of spring available for bicycle suspension are coil and air. The behavior of each 
requires different kinematic analysis to achieve high performing suspension characteristics. The majority 
of participants prefer an air spring shock. 
 
Desired suspension travel was spread throughout a few different categories. The most popular 
categories were a tie at 140mm and 160mm, with 150mm falling not far behind. This matches most 
customers wanting to use the bicycle for trail or enduro riding. 
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Appendix B 
Quality Function Deployment 
  
   
 
 
 
 
Appendix C 
Technical Terms and Definitions 
Term Definition 
Pedal-Bob As the rider pedals the bike, the suspension oscillates through a portion of the travel causing oscillation which results in a loss of energy (20). 
Instant Center The intersection of lines of action drawn through all linkages in the frame (20). 
Center of Curvature The path that the instant center follows as the suspension is compressed. This does not necessarily need to move (20). 
Chain-Pull Force Result from chain tension pulling the rear wheel downwards, pushing the front triangle up, and reducing anti-squat (20). 
Anti-Squat  A percentage measurement of how much the suspension resists pedal-bob. 100% anti-squat would result in no pedal-bob (20). 
Anti-Rise (Brake Jack) The effect of the force resulting from the rear brakes on the suspension. Causes the rear suspension to “sit” deeper into its travel (20).  
Pedal Kickback 
A by-product of high anti-squat. Occurs when the rear wheel cassette is not 
able to rotate forwards due to a locked up rear wheel, forcing the pedaling 
crank to rotate backwards (20). 
Axle Path The traced path of the rear axle as the suspension is compressed (20). 
Leverage Ratio The ratio between the distance the rear wheel moves to the distance the shock moves through its travel (20). 
Leverage Curve The function of the leverage ratio changing throughout the travel (20). 
  
 
Appendix D 
Bike Frame Weight Standards 
 
 
Product Name Suspension Type Suspension Travel Wheel Size 
Weight of 
Frame 
[grams] 
Starling Murmur (1) Single-Pivot 145 mm 29” 3780 
Production Privée Shan Nº5 (2) Single-Pivot 140 mm 27.5” 3850 
Proudfoot Primed 
(21) Single-Pivot 120 mm 29” 3400 
Swarf Contour (22) Linkage Driven Single-Pivot 115 mm 29” 3200 
BTR Pinner (23) Linkage Driven Single-Pivot 130 mm 27.5” 3900 
  
Appendix E 
Previous Rear Suspension Decision Matrix 
 
Previous Seat Tube Fixture Decision Matrix 
 
  
Previous Rear Triangle Fixture Decision Matrix 
 
 
 
 
  
  
 
Appendix F  
Design Hazard Checklist 
Team:  41- Hück’s Law     Advisor: Harding   Date: 11/14/18 
 
Y N 
c  n  1. Will the system include hazardous revolving, running, rolling, or mixing actions? 
n  c  2. Will the system include hazardous reciprocating, shearing, punching, pressing, squeezing, 
drawing, or cutting actions? 
c  n  3. Will any part of the design undergo high accelerations/decelerations? 
c  n  4. Will the system have any large (>5 kg) moving masses or large (>250 N) forces? 
c  n  5. Could the system produce a projectile? 
c  n  6. Could the system fall (due to gravity), creating injury? 
c  n  7. Will a user be exposed to overhanging weights as part of the design? 
n  c  8. Will the system have any burrs, sharp edges, shear points, or pinch points? 
c  n  9. Will any part of the electrical systems not be grounded? 
c  n  10. Will there be any large batteries (over 30 V)? 
c  n  11. Will there be any exposed electrical connections in the system (over 40 V)? 
c  n  12. Will there be any stored energy in the system such as flywheels, hanging weights or 
pressurized fluids/gases? 
c  n  13. Will there be any explosive or flammable liquids, gases, or small particle fuel as part of 
the system? 
c  n  14. Will the user be required to exert any abnormal effort or experience any abnormal physical 
posture during the use of the design? 
c  n  15. Will there be any materials known to be hazardous to humans involved in either the design 
or its manufacturing? 
c  n  16. Could the system generate high levels (>90 dBA) of noise? 
c  n  17. Will the device/system be exposed to extreme environmental conditions such as fog, 
humidity, or cold/high temperatures, during normal use? 
n  c  18. Is it possible for the system to be used in an unsafe manner? 
n  c  19. For powered systems, is there an emergency stop button? 
n  c  20. Will there be any other potential hazards not listed above? If yes, please explain on 
reverse. 
 
For any “Y” responses, add (1) a complete description, (2) a list of corrective actions to be taken, and (3) 
date to be completed on the reverse side. 
 
  
  
Description of Hazard Planned Corrective Action Planned Date 
Actual 
Date 
#2 The system will be 
constructed in the Cal Poly 
machine shops. These will 
involve using: mills, welders, 
chop-saws, and other metal 
working tools. 
In order to ensure there are no issues the proper 
“Personal Protective Equipment” will be used 
1/26/19-
4/12/19 
(time 
constructing) 
4/12/19 
 
 
#8 The system will contain 
linkages that can catch 
objects if care is not taken 
when moving them. 
The linkages like this are common on bicycles and 
prevention is normally a warning to the user. 
4/12/19 4/12/19 
#18 When constructing the 
bicycle the tools could be 
misused. 
This could be prevented by ensuring that when 
construction is taking place all the proper 
precautions are taken. These precautions are those 
that the Cal Poly Machine Shops already has in 
place for the other students. 
1/26/19-
4/12/19 
4/12/19 
#19 The machines in the Cal 
Poly Machine Shops all have 
the proper safety stops and 
guards. 
Following the rules and regulations of the Cal Poly 
Machine Shops 
1/26/19-
4/12/19 
5/30/19 
#20 When the bicycle is 
complete there could be some 
misuse by the user. 
This will be prevented by ensuring that there is 
proper documentation on how to construct and use 
the bicycle. 
4/12/19-
5/30/19 
5/30/19 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Appendix G 
Drawings of the Suspension System 
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PART #: 401432/17/19Start Date:
02/21/19
A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:1
REV
4130 or similarEnd Date: BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
SEAT TUBE BEND TUBE
TITLE:
MATERIAL:Checked By: Huck's Law
Drawn By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
Requested 
Greg Ritter
 1.50 
NOTE:
REQUIRED STOCK SIZE: 1.5" X 2.0" 0.065" WALL 4130 TUBE
CUT TO FINISHED LENGTH
DEBURR ALL EDGES
REMOVE MILL SCALE
 1.50±.01 
 .065±.010 
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
NOTE:
REQUIRED STOCK SIZE: 1" X 2.5" 4130 ROUND
BORE AND REAM THROUGH HOLE ON LATHE
CUT AND FACE TO LENGTH ON LATHE
DEBURR ALL EDGES
REMOVE MILL SCALE
 2.205+-
.003
.000 
4X .02 X 45°
1.00±.01  
 .669+-
.002
.000 
2/21/19
2/17/19Start Date: PART #: 40150 A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:1
REV
4130 or SimilarEnd Date: BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
MAIN PIVOT TUBE
TITLE:
MATERIAL:Checked By: HUCK'S LAW
Drawn By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
Requested 
GREG RITTER
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
PART #: 4017102/17/2019Start Date:
02/21/2019
A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:1
REV
4130 or SIMILAREnd Date: BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
DOUBLER PLATE
TITLE:
MATERIAL:Checked By: HUCK'S LAW
Drawn By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
Requested 
GREG RITTER
A
 .040 
REQUIRED STARTING MATERIAL 2.5" X 8" X 0.040" 4130 SHEET
WATER JET CUT PART TO FINAL DIMENSION
FORM DOUBLER ALONG LONG OVER MANDREL FOR 0.75" INTERNAL RADUIS
NOTE:
ARC WILL FORM 0.75" RADIUS ONCE BENT
 2
.0
5 
 6.87 
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
02/21/2019
02/17/2019Start Date: PART #: 40172 & 40173 A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:1
REV
4130 or SIMILAREnd Date: BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
SHOCK TAB
TITLE:
MATERIAL:Checked By: HUCK'S LAW
Drawn By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
Requested 
GREG RITTER
NOTE:
REQUIRED STARTING STOCK SIZE: 6" X 6" X 0.25" 4130 PLATE
WATER JET CUT TO DRAWING SIZE
FINAL FITMENT MUST BE TRIMMED TO MATCH ASSEMBLY
HOLE SIZE: MUST BE DRILLED AFTER WATER JET TO .3125
A
B
.300
 R.4 
 10° 
SEE NOTE
 80° 
 4.0 1.0 
C
 .250 
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 .177 
 2X R.276 
 THRU .315 
A
 .551 
4X .020 X 45°
PART #: 4017402/17/2019Start Date:
02/21/2019
A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 2:1
REV
6061 or SIMILAREnd Date: BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
FLIP CHIP (DRIVE SIDE)
TITLE:
MATERIAL:Checked By: HUCK'S LAW
Drawn By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
Requested 
GREG RITTER
B
C
 .906 
 .276 
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 .177 
M8X1.25 THRU ALL
 2X R.276 
PART #: 4017502/17/2019Start Date:
02/21/2019
A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 2:1
REV
6061 or SIMILAREnd Date: BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
FLIP CHIP (NONDRIVE SIDE)
TITLE:
MATERIAL:Checked By: HUCK'S LAW
Drawn By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
Requested 
GREG RITTER
B
C
 .315 
 .906 
A
 .551 
4X .020 X 45°
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
NUMBER
PART
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.
http://www.mcmaster.com
5 mm
Hex
14 mm
8 mm
4.4 mm 70 mm
M8 x 1.25 mm Thread
Thread length may vary from
28 mm to fully threaded in length.
91239A455
Alloy Steel Button-Head
Socket Cap Screw
© 2014 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
NUMBER
PART
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.
http://www.mcmaster.com
5 mm
Hex
14 mm
8 mm
4.4 mm 35 mm
M8 x 1.25 mm Thread
91239A438
Alloy Steel Button-Head
Socket Cap Screw
© 2014 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
02/21/2019
02/17/2019Start Date: PART #: 40178 A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 2:1
REV
6061 or SIMILAREnd Date: BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
REAR SHOCK BUSHING
TITLE:
MATERIAL:Checked By: HUCK'S LAW
Drawn By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
Requested 
GREG RITTER
NOTE:
REQUIRED STARTING STOCK SIZE: 1" 6061 ROUND
TURN ON LATHE TO SIZE
A
.315 THRU  
.000 .005 .700
+
-
 .866 
B
 .394 
4X .020 X 45°
 R.033 
 .787+-
.000
.010 
.20 X 35°
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
PART #: 4017902/17/2019Start Date:
02/21/2019
A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:1
REV
6061 or SIMILAREnd Date: BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
FRONT SHOCK BUSHING
TITLE:
MATERIAL:Checked By: HUCK'S LAW
Drawn By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
Requested 
GREG RITTER
B
5X .020 X 45°
 .177 
 .413+-
.000
.010 
 R.033 
NOTE:
REQUIRED STARTING STOCK SIZE: 1" 6061 ROUND
TURN ON LATHE TO SIZE
A
.87  
.315 THRU  
 .700+-
.000
.005 
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 .256 
DETAIL C
SCALE 1 : 1
C
 .591 
 .945 
 .315 
 .354 
VIEW A-A
SCALE 1 : 2
 1.575 
B.005
B
0.01 
 .512 
 .394 
 .276 
 3 mm 
 .591 
 .39 
4130 or SIMILAR02/21/2019
PART #: 40212 A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:2
REVTITLE:
BOOMURANG (NDS)
02/17/2019
Checked By: End Date:
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
Start Date:Drawn By:
MATERIAL:HUCK'S LAW
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
Requested 
GREG RITTER
A
C
A
A
 1.100 
1.000  
 3X .125 
0.003 28 mm 
 1.000  1.575 
 
 7.480 
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 3.39  1.000 
 .049±.007 
NOTE:
REQUIRED STOCK SIZE: 1" X 3.5" 0.049" WALL 4130 TUBE
CUT TO FINISHED LENGTH
DEBURR ALL EDGES
REMOVE MILL SCALE
PART #: 4021302/17/2019Start Date:
02/21/2019
A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:1
REV
4130 or SIMILAREnd Date: BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
CROSSOVER TUBE
TITLE:
MATERIAL:Checked By: HUCK'S LAW
Drawn By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
Requested 
GREG RITTER
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
C .125 
02/21/2019
02/17/2019Start Date: PART #: 40214 A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:1
REV
4130 or SIMILAREnd Date: BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
CROSS BRACE
TITLE:
MATERIAL:Checked By: HUCK'S LAW
Drawn By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
Requested 
GREG RITTER
NOTE:
REQUIRED STARTING STOCK SIZE: 2" X 3.5" X 0.125" 4130 PLATE
WATER JET CUT TO SIZE
MAINTAIN MINIMUM BORDER WIDTH OF 0.375
END USER CUSTOM CUTOUT ALLOWED
A
B
 1.575 
 2.874 
 4X .12 
 4X .157 
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
NUMBER
PART
Information in this drawing is provided for reference only.
http://www.mcmaster.com
2.5 mm
Hex
7.6 mm
4 mm
2.2 mm 12 mm
M4 x 0.7 mm Thread
91239A148
Alloy Steel Button-Head
Socket Cap Screw
© 2014 McMaster-Carr Supply Company
NOTE:
EVIL BIKES FOLLOWING MB MAIN PIVOT KIT
17.00 mm  
 24.20 mm 
02/21/2019
02/17/2019Start Date: PART #: 40223 A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 2:1
REV
7075 or SIMILAREnd Date: BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
PIVOT CONTACT WASHER
TITLE:
MATERIAL:Checked By: HUCK'S LAW
Drawn By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
Requested 
GREG RITTER
 5.00 mm 
3.00 X 35° mm
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 8 -
0.00
0.12 mm 
PART #: 4022402/17/2019Start Date:
02/21/2019
A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 2:1
REV
BEARINGEnd Date: BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
ENDURO MAX DR 17289-2RS
TITLE:
MATERIAL:Checked By: HUCK'S LAW
Drawn By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
Requested 
GREG RITTER
 mm  28 -
0.000
0.009
 17 -
0.000
0.008 mm 
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 9.194 
 7.173 
 19.983° 
 R.500 
 27.568° 
 62.432° 
 32.568° 
 51.432° 
 R2.000 
 3.174 
 79.697° 
 .197 
 .170 
 .197 
 .175 
 .175 
 .197 
 .625 
 .500  R.625 
 5 X R.270 
 12 X R.150 
 .517 
 .197 
1.0000 THRU
1.1024+-
.0000
.0005 .3787
1.005 THRU
.750 .300
 2.939 
 R.659 
 .906 
 .512 
 1.000  1.250 
.075 X 45° TYP
.050 X 45°
A
A
B
B
 .320 
 .125 
 .135 
C
C
D
D E
E
 .630 
.015 X 45°
SECTION A-A
SCALE 1 : 1.5
.015 X 45°
SECTION B-B
SCALE 1 : 1.5
 .142 
.025 X 45°
 R.010 
SECTION C-C
SCALE 1 : 1.5
 .142 
 R.010 TYP 
.025 X 45° TYP
SECTION D-D
SCALE 1 : 1.5
 .142 
SECTION E-E
SCALE 1 : 1.5
NOTES:
DRAWING IS FOR DRIVE SIDE 1.
BOOMÜRANG. GEOMETRY IS MIRRORED 
FOR NON-DRIVE SIDE.
CROSS BRACE TAPPED HOLES ARE NOT 2.
MODELED IN THIS DRAWING. REFER TO 
MOST RECENT CAD FOR THIS PLACEMENT.
FEA AND TESTING HAS SHOWN THAT ASTM 3.
A36 STEEL IS SUFFICIENTLY STRONG. IF 
YOU ARE NOT CONFIDENT IN THE 
CHUNGUS FACTOR, 4130 CAN BE 
SUBSTITUTED.
TESTING HAS SHOWN THAT THIS PART WILL 4.
NOT RETURN IF THROWN. CHRIS FEDOR
ASTM A36 STEELFOREVER
06/02/19
Requested 
End Date:
Start Date:
MATERIAL:CHRIS FEDOR
Drawn By:
Checked By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
TITLE: REV
SCALE: 1:1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1 OF 1
ADS BOOMÜRANG
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
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MATLAB Script 
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clc, clear, clearvars, close all; 
Calculating Loads on the Single Pivot Bike 
Date Created: 01/29/19 Date Modified: 02/07/19 Author: Ernesto Huerta 
% Load Conditions  % 5000N bottom out of shock  % Weight of rider 200 lb rider  weight = 90.72*9.81*1000; % 
[kg*mm/s^2] W = [0,-1]*weight;  load = [0,5000]*1000; % [kg*mm/s^2] 
Frame locations in mm, Large Frame
 
E = [511, 560]; F 
= [490, 605]; G = 
[-73.5, 360]; Gb 
= [0, 125]; BB = 
[0, 0]; 
 
% HT DT junction  % HT TT junction  % ST TT Junction  % Bend in ST  % Bottom Braket 
 
% Uncompressed locations for RT 
to shock  
Au = [-435, 30]; 
% 
Location of Rear Axel 
Bu = [-3, 247.5]; 
% 
Location 
of RT 
to Shock Mount 
Cu = [25, 60]; % 
Locatio
n of Main Pivot 
Du = [195, 270]; % 
Locatio
n of 
shoc
k 
mount to 
Bike 
  
Cpu = [-42, 20]; % Bend in Chainstay 
% Compressed Locations for RT and Shock  Ac = [-422.5, 171.5]; % Location of RA  Bc = [55, 247.5]; % Location of RT to Shock Mount  Cc = Cu; % Location of Main Pivot  Cpc = [-51, 43]; % Bend in CS compressed  Dc = Du; % Location of Shock Mount to Bike 
 
 
% Uncompressed vectors 
ACpu = Au-Cpu;  ACpu_ = sqrt(ACpu(1)^2+ACpu(2)^2); 
CCpu = Cu-Cpu;  CCpu_ = sqrt(CCpu(1)^2+CCpu(2)^2); 
ACu = Cu-Au;  ACu_ = sqrt(ACu(1)^2+ACu(2)^2); 
ACu_n = ACu/ACu_; 
ABu = Bu-Au;  ABu_ = sqrt(ABu(1)^2+ABu(2)^2); 
ABu_n = ABu/ABu_; 
CBu = Bu-Cu;  CBu_ = sqrt(CBu(1)^2+CBu(2)^2); 
CBpu = Bu-Cpu;  CBpu_ = sqrt(CBpu(1)^2+CBpu(2)^2); 
BDu = Bu-Du; 
BDu_ = sqrt(BDu(1)^2+BDu(2)^2); 
 
% Compressed vectors and 
lengths ACc = Cc-Ac;  ACc_ = sqrt(ACc(1)^2+ACc(2)^2); 
ACc_n = ACc/ACc_; 
ACpc = Cpc-Ac;  ACpc_ = sqrt(ACpc(1)^2+ACpc(2)^2); 
ACpc_n = ACpc/ACpc_; 
ABc = Bc-Ac;  ABc_ = sqrt(ABc(1)^2+ABc(2)^2); 
ABc_n = ABc/ABc_; 
CBc = Bc-Cc;  CBc_ = sqrt(CBc(1)^2+CBc(2)^2); 
CBcn = CBc/CBc_; 
CBpc = Bc-Cpc;  CBpc_ = sqrt(CBpc(1)^2+CBpc(2)^2); 
BDc = Bc-Dc;  BDc_ = sqrt(BDc(1)^2+BDc(2)^2); 
BDc_n = BDc/BDc_; 
 
Plotting the bike 
 
x = [Ac(1), Bc(1), Cc(1), Cpc(1), Ac(1)]; y 
= [Ac(2), Bc(2), Cc(2), Cpc(2), Ac(2)]; 
x1 = [BB(1), Gb(1), G(1), F(1), E(1), BB(1)];  y1 = [BB(1), Gb(2), G(2), F(2), E(2), BB(2)];  
 
 
2 
  
x2 = [Bc(1), Dc(1)];  y2 = [Bc(2), Dc(2)];  x3 = [Au(1), Bu(1), Cu(1), Cpu(1), Au(1)];  y3 = [Au(2), Bu(2), Cu(2), Cpu(2), Au(2)];  x4 = [Bu(1), Du(1)];  y4 = [Bu(2), Du(2)]; 
 
plot(x,y, x1,y1, x2, y2, x2, y2, 'o', Cc(1),Cc(2), 'o', x3, 
y3, x4, y4)  grid on  xlabel('[mm]')  ylabel('[mm]') 
 
close all 
 
FBD #1 point A 
 
M = [-abs(ABc_n(1)), -abs(ACpc_n(1));  -abs(ABc_n(2)), abs(ACpc_n(2))]; 
 
X = [0;-load(2)]; 
 
T = M\X;     
ACpf = T(2)*ACpc_n; 
% 
Reaction in CS 
ACpf
_ = T(2); 
% 
Reaction 
in CS 
magnitude 
ABf = T(1)*ABc_n; % 
Reactio
n in SS 
ABf_ = abs(T(1)); % 
Reactio
n in 
SS 
magnitude 
 
% FBD #4 at point Cp  
CCpf = [ACpf(1), -ACpf(2)];  
CCpf_ = sqrt(CCpf(1)^2+CCpf(2)^2); 
 
FBD #2 point B 
 
DB = Bc-Dc;  
DB_ = sqrt(DB(1)^2+DB(2)^2); 
 
BDn = DB/DB_; 
 
M1 = [abs(CBcn(1)), -abs(BDn(1)); 
 abs(CBcn(2)), -abs(BDn(2))]; 
 
X1 = [-ABf(1); -ABf(2)]; 
 
T1 = M1\X1; 
 
CBf = T1(1)*CBcn; 
 
  
CBf_ = abs(T1(1)); 
S = T1(2)*BDn;  
S_ = abs(T1(2)); 
FBD #3 Point C 
 
MP = [CCpf(1)-CBf(1), CBf(2)-CCpf(2)]; 
 
MP_ = sqrt(MP(1)^2+MP(2)^2); 
 
Printing the loads 
 
disp("________________________________")  disp('Loads on the RT from bottom out')  disp("--------------------------------")  fprintf('Load at the wheel is <%.0f, %.0f> [N]\n',load/1000)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Load in the SS is <%.0f, %.0f> [N]\n',ABf/1000)  fprintf(' Magnitude in the SS is %.0f [N]\n',ABf_/1000)  disp(' In compression')  disp(' ')  fprintf('Load in the CS is <%.0f, %.0f> [N]\n', ACpf/1000)  fprintf(' Magnitude in the CS is %.0f [N]\n',ACpf_/1000)  disp(' In Tension')  disp(' ')  fprintf('Load in the CS to MP is <%.0f, %.0f> [N]\n', CCpf/1000)  fprintf(' Magnitude in the CS to MP is %.0f [N]\n',CCpf_/1000)  disp(' In Tension')  disp(' ')  fprintf('Load in ShS is <%.0f, %.0f> [N]\n',CBf/1000)  fprintf(' Magnitude in the ShS is %.0f [N]\n',CBf_/1000)  disp(' In compression.')  disp(' ')  fprintf('Load in MP is <%.0f, %.0f> [N]\n', MP/1000)  fprintf(' Magnitude in the MP is %.0f [N]\n',MP_/1000)  disp(' in compression')  disp(' ')  fprintf('Load in the SM is <%.0f, %.0f> [N]\n', S/1000)  fprintf(' Magnitude in the SM is %.0f [N]\n',S_/1000)  disp(' ') 
 
________________________________ 
 
 
  
 
Loads on the RT from bottom out 
 
--------------------------------  
Load at the wheel is <0, 5000> [N] 
 
Load in the SS is <9900, 1576> [N] 
 
Magnitude in the SS is 10024 [N] 
 
In compression 
 
Load in the CS is <-9900, 3424> [N] 
 
Magnitude in the CS is -10475 [N] 
 
In Tension 
 
Load in the CS to MP is <-9900, -3424> [N] 
 
Magnitude in the CS to MP is 10475 [N] 
 
In Tension 
Load in ShS is <3, 16> [N]  
Magnitude in the ShS is 16 [N] 
 
In compression. 
 
Load in MP is <-9902, 3440> [N]  
Magnitude in the MP is 10483 [N] 
 
in compression 
 
Load in the SM is <-9902, -1591> [N] 
 
Magnitude in the SM is 10029 [N] 
 
 
Calculating axial load in the bearings 
 
From 500 N at the rear wheel from a berm 
 
berm = [0; 0; -
500]*1000; 
% 
[kg*mm/s^2]  
Dwhee
l = 29*(2.54)*(10); % 
Diameter 
of 
wheel, 
[mm] 
Rwhee
l = Dwheel/2; % 
Radius of wheel, 
[mm]  
Rta = Rwheel*[0,-1,0]; 
 
Ma = cross(Rta,berm); 
  
 
ACc2 = [ACc(1), ACc(2), 0]; 
 
AB3 = [ABc(1), ABc(2), 0]; 
 
ACpc2 = [ACpc(1), ACpc(2), 0]; 
 
rRc = cross(ACc2,[0,0,1]);  rRb = cross(AB3,[0,0,-1]); 
 
rRcp = cross(ACpc2,[0,0,1]); 
 
M2 = [-rRc(1),-rRb(1); -rRc(2), -rRb(2)]; 
 
X2 = [Ma(1);Ma(2)]; 
 
T2 = M2\X2; 
 
M4 = [-rRcp(1),-rRb(1); -rRcp(2), -rRb(2)]; 
 
X4 = [Ma(1);Ma(2)]; 
 
T4 = M4\X4; 
Rc = T2(1)*[0,0,1]; 
 Rb = T2(2)*[0,0,-1]; 
Rbp = T4(2)*[0,0,-1];  Rcp = T4(1)*[0,0,1]; 
disp("_________________________")  disp('Loads on the RT from berm')  disp("-------------------------")  fprintf('Axial load in MP is %.0f [N]\n', Rc(3)/1000)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Axial load in CS is %.0f [N]\n', Rcp(3)/1000)  disp(' ') 
 
_________________________  
Loads on the RT from berm 
 
-------------------------  
Axial load in MP is 1008 [N] 
 
Axial load in CS is 981 [N] 
  
 
Checking the max bearing calc 
 
P = .6*MP_+.5*T2(1); % [N] 
Plbf = P/1000*(1/4.45); % [lbf] 
Brating = 1050;  
% 
[lbf] 
Sbr = 2850; % [N] 
 
disp("_________________________")  disp('Total load on the bearing')  disp("-------------------------")  fprintf('The load on the bearings is %.0f [N]\n', P/1000)  disp(' ')  fprintf('The load in lbf is %.0f [lbf]\n', Plbf)  disp(' ')  fprintf('The load in one bearing is is %.0f [lbf]\n', Plbf/2)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Load rating in one bearing is is %.0f [lbf]\n', Brating)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Load rating in starling bearing is %.0f [lbf]\n', Sbr)  disp(' ') 
_________________________  
Total load on the bearing 
 
-------------------------  
The load on the bearings is 6794 [N] 
 
The load in lbf is 1527 [lbf] 
 
The load in one bearing is is 763 [lbf] 
 
Load rating in one bearing is is 1050 [lbf] 
 
Load rating in starling bearing is 2850 [lbf] 
Calculating the shearing of the pivot axel 
 
Dod 
= 17; % [mm] 
tp = 3; % [mm] 
Did = 
Dod-
2*tp; % [mm] 
I = 
(pi/4)*((Dod/2)^4-
(Did/2)^4); 
  
A = (pi/4)*((Dod)^2-(Did)^2)*1e-6; 
 
Shear = (MP_/A)/1000; 
 
 
disp("_________________________")  disp('Shear Load in the MP Axle')  disp("-------------------------")  fprintf('The shear load in the MP axle is %.0fMPa\n', Shear*1e-6 )  disp(' ') 
 
_________________________  
Shear Load in the MP Axle 
 
-------------------------  
The shear load in the MP axle is 79MPa 
 
 
Analyzing the Load in the Rocker 
 
ACp3 = [ACpc(1), ACpc(2), 0]; 
 
AB3 = [ABc(1), ABc(2), 0]; 
 
rR1c = cross(ACp3,[0,0,1]);  rR1b = cross(AB3,[0,0,-1]); 
 
% Case 1 Bttmed out CS only 
R1b = abs(-X2(1)/-rR1b(1)); 
 
% Case 2 SS bttmout on;y R2b 
= abs(-X2(1)/-rR1c(1)); 
 
% Case 3 CS only open (uncompressed) 
ACp4 = [ACpu(1), ACpu(2), 0]; 
AB4 = [ABu(1), ABu(2), 0]; 
 
rR2c = cross(ACp4,[0,0,1]);  rR2b = cross(AB4,[0,0,-1]); 
 
R3o = abs(-X2(1)/-rR2c(1)); 
 
% Case 4 SS Open  
R4o = abs(-X2(1)/-rR2b(1)); 
 
% Printing the values 
 
disp("______________________________________")  disp('Loads in the Rocker that cause bending')  disp("--------------------------------------")  disp('Loads in the CS for compressed and open are')  
  
fprintf('RcsC = %.0f [N], RcsO = %.0f [N]\n', R1b/1000, 
R3o/1000)  disp(' ')  disp('Loads in the SS for compressed and open are')  fprintf('RssC = %.0f [N], RssO = %.0f [N]\n', R2b/1000,  
R4o/1000) 
disp(' ')  disp('Since we cannot determine what percentage of')  disp('the load goes into each the loads are done as')  disp('if there is only one set of either CS or SS')  disp('transfering the load')  disp(' ') 
 
______________________________________  
Loads in the Rocker that cause bending 
 
-------------------------------------- 
Loads in the CS for compressed and open 
are RcsC = 2423 [N], RcsO = 18415 [N] 
 
Loads in the SS for compressed and open 
are RssC = 1433 [N], RssO = 847 [N] 
 
Since we cannot determine what 
percentage of the load goes into each 
the loads are done as if there is only 
one set of either CS or SS transfering 
the load 
 
 
Finding the moment on the rocker arms 
 
ACpc3 = [ACpc(1), ACpc(2), 0]; 
 
rRc1 = cross(ACpc3,[0,0,1]); 
 
 
M3 = [-rRc1(1),-rRb(1); -rRc1(2), -rRb(2)]; 
 
X3 = [Ma(1);Ma(2)]; 
 
T3 = M3\X3; 
  
  
 
Narm = 2; % number of rocker arms  % Arm 1 will be MP to CS  % Arm 2 will be MP to SM  Arm1 = CCpu_; % [mm], length from MP to 
CS. does not change  Arm2 = CBc_; % [mm], length from MP to 
SS. does not change 
M_1 = R3o*Arm1/1000; 
Loads on the Down Tube 
 
SM = -S; 
 
SM_ = sqrt(SM(1)^2+SM(2)^2); 
 
% Unit vector perpendicular to the MP 
and HT CE = E-Cc;  CEu = CE/sqrt(CE(1)^2+CE(2)^2); 
CEup = [-CEu(2), CEu(1)]; 
 
MPn = -MP; 
MPn_u = MPn/sqrt(MP(1)^2+MP(2)^2);  theta_MP = atand(MPn_u(2)/MPn_u(1)); 
 
O = [Bc(1),Dc(2)]; 
 OD= Dc-O;  theta_Shock = 180-acosd(OD/BDc); 
 
% DT angle 
EBB = E-BB;  EBB_ = sqrt(EBB(1)^2+EBB(2)^2); 
EBB_n = EBB/EBB_;  theta_DT = atand(EBB_n(1)/EBB_n(2)); 
theta_2 = 180-90-theta_DT; theta_DTp 
= theta_DT+90; 
 
% Distance from BB to SM  xdis = Du(1)-BB(1);  ydis = Du(2)-BB(2); 
 
  
 
disp("_________________________________")  disp('The load from the shock on the DT')  disp("---------------------------------")  fprintf('In vector form <%.0f, %.0f> [N]\n',SM/1000)  disp(' ')  fprintf('The magnitude is %.0f [N]\n', SM_/1000)  disp(' ')  disp("____________________")  disp('The angles on the DT')  disp("--------------------")  fprintf('Angle of the DT is %.1fº off the horizontal\n',theta_DT)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Angle perp to the DT is %.0fº off the horizontal  \n',theta_DTp)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Angle of the Shock is %.1fº off the horizontal  \n',theta_Shock)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Angle of the dangle is %.1fº off the horizontal\n',...  theta_Shock+theta_DT)  disp(' ') 
 
 
x5 = -10:5:520;  y5 = (E(2)/E(1))*x5;  y6 = -(E(1)/E(2))*x5+(E(1)/E(2))*Dc(1)+Dc(2);  y7 = -(E(2)/E(1))*x5+600; 
 
p1 = polyfit(x5,y5,1);  p2 = polyfit(x5,y6,1);  x_intersect = fzero(@(x) polyval(p1-p2,x),3); 
y_intersect = polyval(p1,x_intersect); 
 
Ddtp = [x_intersect,y_intersect]; 
 l1 = Ddtp-Dc; 
l1_ = sqrt(l1(1)^2+l1(2)^2); 
 
l2 = Ddtp-BB;  l2_ = sqrt(l2(1)^2+l2(2)^2); 
  
  
 
l3 = Ddtp-E;  l3_ = sqrt(l3(1)^2+l3(2)^2); 
 
 
% plot(x5, y5, x5, y6,x5, y7, x_intersect, y_intersect,'r*') 
 
disp("____________________")  disp('The Distances on the DT')  disp("--------------------")  fprintf('Distance from c-to-c on the DT is %.1f [mm]\n', EBB_)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Distance from SM to DT is %.1f [mm]\n',l1_)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Distance from BB to DTsmc is %.1f [mm]\n',l2_)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Distance from DTsmc to HT is %.1f [mm]\n',l3_)  disp(' ') 
 
% Looking at the DT as a horizontal 
member phi1 = 180-theta_DTp;  phi2 = theta_Shock; 
phi3 = 90-phi1-phi2; 
 
% Forces in this axis  
Sx = abs(S_*cosd(phi3)); 
 
Sy = abs(S_*sind(phi3)); 
 Mdt = Sx*l1_; 
_________________________________  
The load from the shock on the DT 
 
---------------------------------  
In vector form <9902, 1591> [N] 
 
The magnitude is 10029 [N] 
____________________  
The angles on the DT 
 
--------------------  
Angle of the DT is 42.4º off the horizontal 
 
Angle perp to the DT is 132º off the horizontal 
 
Angle of the Shock is 12.9º off the horizontal 
 
Angle of the dangle is 55.3º off the horizontal 
____________________  
The Distances on the DT 
 
--------------------  
 
  
Distance from c-to-c on the DT is 758.1 [mm] 
Distance from SM to DT is 37.9 [mm] 
Distance from BB to DTsmc is 330.9 [mm] 
Distance from DTsmc to HT is 427.2 [mm] 
Dimensions on the Down Tube Cross Section 
The doubler plate 
l4_ = l2_-150; % [mm]  l5_ = l2_+l3_-l4_-200; % [mm], the last number is the 
distance to HT  center   
Ddt 
= 38.1; 
% 
[mm] 
tdt 
= .6; 
% 
[mm] 
tdp = .9; % 
[mm
] 
Ddp = Ddt+2*tdp; % 
[mm
] 
 
% I will first individually move the location of the DP to 
check how long  % for it not to fail catastrophically. ie SF>1  % test 1 l4_ = l2_-50, l5_ = l2_+l3_-l4_-100  % test 2 l4_ = l2_-90, l5_ = l2_+l3_-l4_-200  % test 3 l4_ = l2_-150, l5_ = l2_+l3_-l4_-150  % test 4 l4_ = l2_-100, l5_ = l2_+l3_-l4_-100, tdp = .9  % test 5 l4_ = l2_-200, l5_ = l2_+l3_-l4_-100, tdp = .9  % past DP -946, before DP 448, bttm DP 498  % test 6 l4_ = l2_-200, l5_ = l2_+l3_-l4_-100, tdp = 1.2  % past DP -1006.7, Bttm DP 456.45  % test 7 l4_ = l2_-200, l5_ = l2_+l3_-l4_-50, tdp = 1.2  % test 8 l4_ = l2_-200, l5_ = l2_+l3_-l4_-50, tdp = 3  % test 9 l4_ = l2_-150, l5_ = l2_+l3_-l4_-200, tdp = .9  % b4 DP 859.9, top DP -379, bttm DP 663, past DP -1259  % test 10 l4_ = l2_-150, l5_ = l2_+l3_-l4_-200, tdp = .9  % b4 DP 859.9, top DP -379, bttm DP 663, past DP -1259 
fprintf('length of the doubler plate %.1f [mm]\n',l5_)  disp(' ') 
A1 = (pi/4)*(Ddt^2-(Ddt-
2*tdt)^2); % Area without doubler plate 
cir = 1/2; 
% 
Length of circle 
A2 = (pi/4)*(Ddp^2-Ddt^2)*cir; % Area of the doubler plate 
Em = 205e9*1000; 
% Elastic Modulus of 4130 
steel 
Yeild = 435e6;   
Idt = (pi/64)*(Ddt^4-(Ddt-2*tdt)^4); % I 
bar of the DT 
Idp = pi*(Ddp^4-Ddt^4)/(8*2^4); 
% I 
bar of the Doubler 
 
CdpB = 4*(Ddp/2)/(3*pi); 
  
A3 = (pi/8)*Ddp^2;  
CdtB = 4*(Ddt/2)/(3*pi); 
 
A4 = (pi/8)*Ddt^2; 
 
%Cdp = (A3*CdpB+A4*CdtB)/(A3+A4) 
 
%CDP = 2*((Ddp-tdp)/2)/pi 
 
cdp = 2*(Ddp^3-Ddt^3)/(3*pi*(Ddp^2-Ddt^2)); % centroid of the 
doubler  %cdp2 = 4*((Ddp/2)^3-(Ddt/2)^3)/(3*pi*((Ddp/2)^2-(Ddt/2)^2))  ctot = (A1*0+A2*cdp)/(A1+A2); % neutral axis 
 
Icomb = (Idt+A1*(0)^2)+(Idp+A2*cdp^2); % I bar combined 
 
IEd = (1/Em*Idt); 
 
IEp = (1/Em*Icomb); 
 
length of the doubler plate 377.2 [mm] 
 
Soving for the reactions 
 
Using a staticly indeterminate system to solve for x-reac 
 
func_hand = @(BBx) BBx*l4_/(A1*Em)...  +BBx*(l2_-l4_)/(A1*Em)...  +((BBx-Sy)*(l5_+l4_-l2_))/(A2*Em)...  +(BBx-Sx)*(l2_+l3_-l5_-l4_)/(A1*Em); 
 
BBx = fzero(func_hand, 3000000); 
 
Ex = BBx-Sx; 
 
% Using statically indeterminate to solve for y-react & tot Moment 
func_hand = @(BBy) IEd*(-(Mdt+Sy*l2_-(Sy-BBy)*(l2_+l3_))*l4_^2/2+... 
BBy*l4_^3/3)...  +IEp*(-(Mdt+Sy*l2_-(Sy-BBy)*(l2_+l3_))*l2_^2/2+BBy*l2_^3/3-
...  (-(Mdt+Sy*l2_-(Sy-BBy)*(l2_-l3_))*l4_^2/2+BBy*l4_^3/3))...  +IEp*(-(Mdt+Sy*l2_-(Sy-BBy)*(l2_+l3_))*(l5_+l4_)^2/2-...  
Sy*l2_*(l5_+l4_)^2/2+BBy*(l5_+l4_)^3/3-... 
 (-(Mdt+Sy*l2_-(Sy-BBy)*(l2_+l3_))*(l2_)^2/2-...  
Sy*l2_*(l2_)^2/2+BBy*(l2_)^3/3))... 
 +IEd*(-(Mdt+Sy*l2_-(Sy-BBy)*(l2_+l3_))*(l2_+l3_)^2/2-...  
Sy*l2_*(l2_+l3_)^2/2+BBy*(l2_+l3_)^3/3-... 
 (-(Mdt+Sy*l2_-(Sy-BBy)*(l2_+l3_))*(l5_+l4_-l2_)^2/2-...  Sy*l2_*(l5_+l4_-l2_)^2/2+BBy*(l5_+l4_-l2_)^3/3)); 
BBy = fzero(func_hand, 3000000); 
Ey = Sy-BBy; 
  
 Mtot_reac = Mdt+Sy*l2_-Ey*(l2_+l3_); 
func_hand = @(Mbb) IEd*(-Mbb*l4_^2/2+BBy*l4_^3/3)...  +IEp*(-Mbb*l2_^2/2+BBy*l2_^3/3+Mbb*l4_^2/2-BBy*l4_^3/3)... 
+IEp*(-Mbb*(l5_+l4_)^2/2+Sy*l2_*(l5_+l4_)^2/2+...  (-Sy+BBy)*(l5_+l4_)^3/3+Mbb*l2_^2/2-Sy*l2_*l2_^2/2-(-Sy  +BBy)*l2_^3/3)...  +IEd*(-Mbb*(l2_+l3_)^2/2+Sy*l2_*(l2_+l3_)^2/2+...  (-Sy+BBy)*(l2_+l3_)^3/3+Mbb*(l5_+l4_)^2/2-...  
Sy*l2_*(l5_+l4_)^2/2-(-Sy+BBy)*(l5_+l4_)^3/3); 
 
Mbb = fzero(func_hand, 3000000); 
 
Me = Mtot_reac-Mbb; 
 
% Checking my forces 
Xcheck = Ex-BBx+Sx; 
Ycheck = BBy-Sy+Ey; 
Mcheck_BB = Mbb +Me  -Sy*l2_+Ey*(l2_+l3_)-Mdt; 
 
% Printing reactions  disp('_______________________________')  disp('Reactions in the DT, (+ ->, +^)')  disp("-------------------------------")  disp('Forces on the DT')  fprintf(' Sx = %.0f [N], Sy = %.0f [N]\n', Sx/1000, Sy/1000)  fprintf(' Mdt = %.0f [N*m]\n', Mdt/(1000)^2)  disp(' ')  
fprintf('x reactions BBx %.0f, Ex %.0f [N]\n', BBx/1000, Ex/1000)  disp(' ')  fprintf('y reactions BBy %.0f, Ey %.0f [N]\n', BBy/1000, Ey/1000)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Moment reaction at E %.0f [N*m]\n', Me/(1000)^2)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Moment reaction at BB %.0f [N*m]\n', Mbb/(1000)^2)  disp(' ') 
_______________________________  
Reactions in the DT, (+ ->, +^) 
 
-------------------------------  
Forces on the DT 
 
Sx = 8730 [N], Sy = 4938 [N] 
 
Mdt = 331 [N*m] 
 
x reactions BBx 3873, Ex -4856 [N] 
y reactions BBy 1974, Ey 2964 [N] 
 
Moment reaction at E -450 [N*m] 
 
Moment reaction at BB 168 [N*m] 
Looking at the stress in tube 
  
% Cut 1, Bottom of the Doubler 
Plate F1x = BBx;  sigA1 = F1x*1000/A1; 
F1y = BBy;  
Mc1 = Mbb+F1y*l4_;  sigB1 = Mc1*(Ddt/2)*1000/Idt; 
 
sig1 = sigB1+sigA1; 
 
% Cut 2, Where the Load is 
Applied F2x = BBx-Sx;  sigA2 = F2x*1000/(A1+A2); 
F2y = BBy-Sy; 
Mc2 = Mbb+F2y*l2_+Sy*l2_;  sigB2T = Mc2*(Ddp/2-ctot)*1000/Icomb; 
sigB2B = Mc2*(Ddp/2+ctot)*1000/Icomb; 
 
sig2T = -sigB2T+sigA2;  sig2B = sigB2B+sigA2; 
 
% Cut 3, The top of the Doubler 
Plate F3x = BBx-Sx;  sigA3 = F3x*1000/A1; 
F3y = BBy-Sy;  Mc3 = Mbb+Sy*l2_+Mdt+(BBy-Sy)*(l2_+l3_); 
sigB3 =Mc2*(Ddt/2)*1000/Idt; 
 
sig3T = -sigB3+sigA3; 
 
% Printing the bending stresses  disp('__________________________________ 
')  disp('Stresses in the DT at various cuts')  disp("----------------------------------")  fprintf('The yeild stress is %.2f [MPA]\n',Yeild/1e6)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Stress before DP is %.2f [MPA]\n',sig1/1e6)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Stress at the load on top is %.2f [MPA]\n',sig2T/1e6)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Stress at the load on Bttm is %.2f [MPA]\n',sig2B/1e6)  disp(' ')  fprintf('Stress past the DP on top is %.2f [MPA]\n',sig3T/1e6)  disp(' ') 
 
__________________________________  
Stresses in the DT at various cuts  
----------------------------------  
The yeild stress is 435.00 [MPA] 
 
Stress before DP is 859.92 [MPA] 
 
Stress at the load on top is -417.95 [MPA] 
 
Stress at the load on Bttm is 625.26 [MPA] 
  
 
Stress past the DP on top is -1327.73 [MPA] 
Shearing of the Doubler Plate 
 
ybar1 = (Ddt-tdt)/2-ctot;  ybar2 = (Ddp-tdp)/2-ctot; 
 
Qna = (ybar1*A1)+(ybar2*A2); 
 
Tao = Sx*Qna*1000/(Icomb*(tdp+tdt)); 
 
fprintf('Shear stress for the DP is %.2f [MPa]\n', Tao*1e-6)  disp(' ') 
 
Shear stress for the DP is 317.86 [MPa] 
 
 
Other Stuff 
 
ST, DT, BB, MP junction 
 
Dst 
= 33.5; 
% 
[mm] 
Dtt 
= 31.8; 
% 
[mm] 
Dht = 50; % 
[mm
] 
Dbb = 38.1; % 
[mm
] 
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Appendix J 
Boomürang Calculations 
close all; 
clear all; 
format short; 
Finding Stress on Boomarang Link 
Locating Chainstay on Boomarang Link to Main Pivot 
c_stay_x = 67;                              % horizontal distance back [mm] 
c_stay_y = 40;                              % vertical distance down [mm] 
c_stay_l = 78.03;                           % shortest distance [mm] 
theta_cstay = atand(c_stay_y/c_stay_x);     % angle 
Boomarang Link to Chainstay Geometry 
thickness = 1/2;        % steel thickness [in]; 
t = thickness* 25.4;     % convert thickness to [mm]; 
 
r_o = 95;               % outer radius [mm]; 
r_i = 50.8;             % inner radius [mm]; 
r_centroid = ((r_o - r_i)/2)+ r_i;          % centriodal radius [mm] 
r_neutral = (r_o - r_i)/ (log(r_o/r_i));    % neutral radius [mm] 
c_out = r_o - r_neutral;                    % distance from outer radius to netural radius [mm] 
c_in = r_neutral - r_i;                     % distance from neutral radius to inner radius [mm] 
e = r_centroid - r_neutral;                 % distance between netural axis and centroidal axis [mm] 
Loads at Chainstay 
F_x = 16240;    % force in X direction [N] 
F_y = 7585;     % force in Y direction [N] 
F_z = 825;      % force in Z direction [N] 
Axial & Bending Stress on Chainstay due to F_x 
% axial stress % 
a = ((r_o-r_i)*t);                      % cross sectional area [mm^2] 
area = a*1e-6;                          % convert to [m^2] 
stress_ax_chainstay = F_x*cosd(theta_cstay)/area; % axial stress [Pa] 
stress_axial_chainstay = stress_ax_chainstay*1e-6           % axial stress [MPa] 
 
   
 
 
% bending stress from F_x% 
l = c_stay_l * 0.001;               % convert to [m] 
M_x = F_y*sind(theta_cstay)*l;      % moment [N*m] 
e_x = e*0.001;                      % convert to m [m] 
r_i_x = r_i*0.001;                  % convert r_i to [m] 
c_in_x = c_in*0.001;                % convert to m [m] 
bend_x = (M_x*c_in_x)/(area*e_x*r_i_x);      % bending stress from F_x [Pa] 
stress_bend_x_chainstay = bend_x*1e-6                  % convert to [Mpa] 
 
stress_axial_chainstay = 
  24.8406 
 
 
stress_bend_x_chainstay = 
   92.0024 
 
Bending Stress from F_z on Chainstay 
I_z = (1/12)*((r_o-r_i)*0.001)*(t*0.001)^3;     % MOI for Z bending [m^4] 
c_z = (t/2)*0.001;                              % critical stress point [m] 
bend_z = F_z*l*c_z/I_z;                         % bending stress from F_z [Pa] 
stress_bend_z_chainstay = bend_z*1e-6                     % convert to [Mpa] 
stress_bend_z_chainstay = 
   54.1798 
 
Von Mises Stress at Chainstay 
stress_m = [stress_axial_chainstay, stress_bend_x_chainstay, stress_bend_z_chainstay]; 
 
stress_matrix_chainstay = sort(stress_m); 
 
Von_Mises_stress_chainstay = sqrt(((stress_matrix_chainstay(:,3)- stress_matrix_chainstay(:,2)).^2) +...   % Find Von Mises Stress [MPa] 
    ((stress_matrix_chainstay(:,2)- stress_matrix_chainstay(:,1)).^2) + ((stress_matrix_chainstay(:,1)- stress_matrix_chainstay(:,3)).^2)./2); 
Calculate Chainstay Loads Safety Factor 
yield_strength = 370;           % 1018 Steel yield strength [MPa] 
 
boomarang_chainstay_SF = yield_strength./ Von_Mises_stress_chainstay   % find safety factor 
 
boomarang_chainstay_SF = 
   
 
 
    5.4872 
 
Locating Shock Mount on Boomarang Link to Main Pivot 
shock_x = 23;                                   % horizontal distance back [mm] 
shock_y = 187.5;                                % vertical distance down [mm] 
shock_l_max = sqrt(shock_x^2 + shock_y^2);      % shortest distance [mm] 
theta_shock = atand(shock_y/shock_x);           % angle 
Boomarang Link to Shock Mount Geometry 
thickness = 0.5;                                % steel thickness [in]; 
t = thickness* 25.4;                            % convert thickness to [mm]; 
X = readtable('boomarangwidth');     % boomarang width from shock to main pivot [mm] 
shock_width = table2array(X);                   % matrix of cross section widths [mm] 
W = linspace(shock_x,shock_y,16);               % cross sections of boomarang along shock mount 
shock_length_sections = W(:);                   % convert rows to column 
shock_length = shock_y - shock_length_sections; % length of each section to main pivot starting at shock mount 
Warning: Variable names were modified to make 
them valid MATLAB identifiers. The original 
names are saved in the VariableDescriptions 
property.  
Loads at Shock 
F_x_shock = 9902;      % force in X direction [N] 
F_y_shock = 1591;      % force in Y direction [N] 
F_z_shock = 1433;      % force in Z direction [N] 
Axial Stress due to F_x 
% axial stress % 
a = (shock_width*t);                            % cross sectional area shock to main pivot[mm^2] 
area = a*1e-6;                                  % convert to [m^2] 
stress_ax_shock = F_y*cosd(theta_shock)./area;  % axial stress [Pa] 
 
stress_axial_shock = stress_ax_shock*1e-6;      % axial stress shock to main pivot [MPa] 
Bending stress from F_x 
%l_shock = shock_l * 0.001;                                      % convert shock length to [m] 
M_x_shock = F_y_shock*sind(theta_shock)*(shock_length*0.001);    % moment [N*m] 
c_x_shock = (shock_width)*0.001;                                 % convert to m [m] 
   
 
 
i_shock = (1/12)*(t*0.001)*((shock_width*0.001).^3);             % MOI 
 
bend_x_shock = (M_x_shock.*c_x_shock)./i_shock;                  % bending stress from F_x [Pa] 
 
stress_bend_x_shock = bend_x_shock*1e-6;                         % convert to [Mpa] 
Bending Stress from F_z 
m_shock_z = F_z_shock*shock_length*0.001;                    % moment from Z force [N*m] 
c_shock_z = (t/2)*0.001;                                     % critical stress point [m] 
i_shock_z = (1/12)*((shock_width)*0.001)*((t*0.001).^3);     % MOI for Z bending [m^4] 
 
bend_shock_z = m_shock_z*c_shock_z./i_shock_z;               % bending stress from F_z [Pa] 
 
stress_bend_z_shock = bend_shock_z*1e-6;                     % convert to [Mpa] 
Von Mises Stress at Shock 
stress_shock = [stress_axial_shock, stress_bend_x_shock, stress_bend_z_shock]; 
 
stress_matrix_shock = sort(stress_shock); 
 
Von_Mises_stress_shock = sqrt(((stress_matrix_shock(:,3)- stress_matrix_shock(:,2)).^2) +...   % Find Von Mises Stress [MPa] 
    ((stress_matrix_shock(:,2)- stress_matrix_shock(:,1)).^2) + ((stress_matrix_shock(:,1)- stress_matrix_shock(:,3)).^2)./2); 
Calculate Shock Loads Safety Factor 
yield_strength = 370;           % 1018 Steel yield strength [MPa] 
 
boomarang_shock_SF = yield_strength./ Von_Mises_stress_shock   % find safety factor 
 
boomarang_shock_SF = 
  229.5372 
   34.4133 
   13.4547 
    7.5509 
    4.8980 
    3.5263 
    2.7774 
    2.3028 
    1.9839 
    1.7184 
    1.4918 
    1.3419 
    1.1823 
   
 
 
    1.0636 
    0.9559 
    0.8569 
 
Published with MATLAB® R2018b 
  
   
 
 
Appendix K 
Single-Pivot SolidWorks Operator Manual 
 Currently, CPBB uses BikeCAD, a CAD program specifically for bicycle frame design. Although 
powerful, BikeCAD cannot handle the complexities with FSMTB frame modeling. A set of SolidWorks files 
which utilize parametric modeling to ensure an operator can input their specific geometry while maintaining 
compatibility with the fixtures and pre-made parts. 
 Before modeling, a builder should first determine their frame geometry. Body measurements such as 
inseam and height drive initial bike sizing or the builder can look at existing geometry charts to replicate a bike 
frame. The builder can input their desired geometry into the parametric table in the “Step 1 Geometry File” in 
SolidWorks. To access the equations table, use Tools > Equations. Figure 1 shows the table and needed 
dimensions.  
 
 
Figure 1. SolidWorks parametric modelling table.  
 
 Once the operator selects OK, the parametric table updates the geometry file. At this point, the builder 
can close and save “Step 1 Geometry File”. Now the builder opens up “Step 2 Front Triangle CAD” and updates 
the parametric table with the builder’s specific tube diameters. Finally, the builder uses “Step 3 Rear Triangle 
CAD” to model the rear triangle’s chain stays and seat stays. However, tubing manufacturers generally do not 
provide chain stay and seat stay dimensions. CPBB’s “Builders Wheel” is an alternative if no CAD is available.   
Figure 2 shows the Builders Wheel to verify chain stay position.  
   
 
 
 
Figure 2. CPBB Builder’s Wheel for verifying tire clearance. 
 
 With the front and rear triangle models complete, the builder uses “Step 4 Assembly” to check for fork 
crown clearance, wheel position at bottom out, and other pertinent interference concerns on the frame. With the 
complete CAD, the builder can print engineering drawings from the “Editable Files” folder. The labeled 
drawings give the builder all the dimensions for frame jig and mitering setups. Figure 3 shows a frame jig setup 
drawing.  
 
 
Figure 3. Frame Jig Setup Dimension. 
  
   
 
 
Appendix L 
Drawings of the Fixtures 
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   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAXChecked By:
Drawn By:
N/A MATERIAL:
Start Date:
Requested 
End Date:
02/20/19
03/01/19 1018 CR STEEL
CHRIS FEDOR
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 1.00  .316±.002  1.563±.002 
SHOCK MOUNT 
DUMMY SHOCK A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 2:1
REVTITLE:ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAXChecked By:
Drawn By:
N/A MATERIAL:
Start Date:
Requested 
End Date:
02/20/19
03/01/19 1018 CR STEEL
CHRIS FEDOR
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
13
2
.125
.125
ITEM 
NO.
PART 
NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1 30103 SHOCK MOUNT DUMMY SHOCK 1
2 30102 DT MOUNT DUMMY SHOCK 1
3 30104 210 MM RIB LENGTH 1
210 MM DUMMY SHOCK A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:1
REVTITLE:ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAXChecked By:
Drawn By:
N/A MATERIAL:
Start Date:
Requested 
End Date:
02/20/19
03/01/19 1018 CR STEEL
CHRIS FEDOR
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 R.500  R.500 
 8.268±.001  .750 
210MM RIB LENGTH A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:2
REVTITLE:ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAXChecked By:
Drawn By:
N/A MATERIAL:
Start Date:
Requested 
End Date:
02/20/19
03/01/19 1018 CR STEEL
CHRIS FEDOR
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 5.000 
 6.400 
 .380 
 19.983° 
 1.863 
 1.836 
 3.486 
 2 X R.150 
 1.010 
 8 X R.125 
CC
 1.550 
 .324 
 3.125 
2X  .2500--
.0003
.0005  .5000
 .600 
 .125 
SECTION C-C
SCALE 1 : 2
BOOMERANG 
DRILL JIG A
1 OF 1
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:2
REVTITLE:ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAXChecked By:
Drawn By:
N/A MATERIAL:
Start Date:
Requested 
End Date:
06/02/19
05/12/19 6061-T6 AL
CHRIS FEDOR
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
38
10
9
10
5
1
2
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION QTY.
1
Boomerang 
Machining Fixture 
Plate V2
Boomerang Machining Fixture 
Plate 1
2 Steel Mitee Bite Guards Steel Mitee Bite Guards 2
3 MiteeBite-MiteeBite-38250 MiteeBite-MiteeBite-38250 2
4 Boomerang fixture machined parallel
Boomerang fixture machined 
parallel 1
5 2172A420 LOW-PROFILE EDGE-GRIPPING CLAMP 4
8 96144A223 6
9 91294A213 5
10 91595A164 6
CHRIS FEDOR
VARIOUS05/12/19
06/02/19
Requested 
End Date:
Start Date:
MATERIAL:Chris Fedor
Drawn By:
Checked By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
TITLE: REV
SCALE: 1:2
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1 OF 4
ABOOMERANG FIXTURE
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 .994 
 15.000 
 8.549 
 10.000 
 7.648 
 5.196 
 6.721 
 7.408 
 8.262 
 9.117 
 13.000 
 .092 
 1.750 
 1.800 
 3.100 
 2.650 
 4.025 
 5.400 
 6.775 
 8.150 
 1.250 
 9.750 
 8.000 
 R9.195 
 1° 
 2.804 
 2.500 
 1° 
 19.983° 
 19.983° 
 4.245 
 4.438 
 5.185
 6.360 
 7.535 
 7.622 
 8.484 
 8.826 
 .950 
 3.850 
 4 X R.750 
 1.755 
 5.500 
 1.755 
 5.500 
 R.750  6 X R.275 
 4 X R.503 
 2 X R.338 
 8 X R.300 
6 X M4X0.7 THRU
 .895 TYP 
 120° TYP 1.500 .375
5X M5X0.8 THRU
6X  .157 THRU ALL
2X M12X1.25 THRU ALL
6X M8X1.25 THRU ALL
4X 9/16-12 UNC THRU ALL
2 X 2.206 .900
B
B
C
C
D
D
E
E
 .400 
SECTION B-B
 .750 
 1.400 
SECTION C-C
 .300 
SECTION D-D
 .900 
SECTION E-E
CHRIS FEDOR
6061-T6 AL5/20/19
6/2/19
Requested 
End Date:
Start Date:
MATERIAL:Chris Fedor
Drawn By:
Checked By:
ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAX
TITLE: REV
SCALE: 1:2
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
1 OF 4
ABOOMERANG FIXTURE PLATE
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 .7490±.0005 
 5.4980±.0005 
 4.510 
 2.500 
 .3790±.0005 
3X  .354 THRU ALL
 .591  .315
2X  .1575+-
.0000
.0005 THRU ALL
.010 X 45°
 .400 
STEEL MITEE BITE GUARD A
1 OF 4
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:2
REVTITLE:ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAXChecked By:
Drawn By:
N/A MATERIAL:
Start Date:
Requested 
End Date:
6/2/19
5/13/19 1018 CR STEEL
CHRIS FEDOR
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 1.500  .994 
 6.000 
 5.500 
 2.7500±.0005 
5X  .217  .488
 .409 X 90°
2X  .1575+-
.0000
.0005 THRU ALL
 .325 
BOOMERANG FIXTURE 
MACHINED PARALLEL A
1 OF 4
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:2
REVTITLE:ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAXChecked By:
Drawn By:
N/A MATERIAL:
Start Date:
Requested 
End Date:
6/02/19
05/13/19 1018 CR STEEL
CHRIS FEDOR
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
21
ITEM NO. PART NUMBER QTY.
1 FEMALE DOUBLER BENDER 1
2 BENDER DIE 1
DOUBLER BENDER A
1 OF 3
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:2
REVTITLE:ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAXChecked By:
Drawn By:
N/A MATERIAL:
Start Date:
Requested 
End Date:
06/02/19
05/12/19 1018 CR STEEL
CHRIS FEDOR
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 1.500 
 R.790 
 R.280 
 R.280 
 .280 
 2.000 
 4.000 
 6.750 
FEMALE DOUBLER
 BENDER A
1 OF 3
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:2
REVTITLE:ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAXChecked By:
Drawn By:
N/A MATERIAL:
Start Date:
Requested 
End Date:
06/12/19
05/12/19 1018 CR STEEL
CHRIS FEDOR
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
 6.750 
2 X .010 X 45°
 1.500 
BENDER DIE A
1 OF 3
UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED:
SCALE: 1:2
REVTITLE:ALL DIMENSIONS IN INCHES
TOLERANCES:
   FRACTIONAL:  1/16
   ANGLES (MACH) = 1   
   ANGLES (BEND) = 2
   X.XX =  0.05
   X.XXX =  0.005
TOLERANCING PER MMC 
INSIDE TOOL RADIUS 0.5 MAX
BREAK SHARP EDGES 0.5 MAXChecked By:
Drawn By:
N/A MATERIAL:
Start Date:
Requested 
End Date:
02/20/19
03/01/19 1018 STEEL
CHRIS FEDOR
SOLIDWORKS Educational Product. For Instructional Use Only.
   
 
 
Appendix M 
Boomürang Set-Up Sheet for Machining 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Title Page for the 
Boomürang Set-Up Sheet 
  
Setup Sheet for Program 05161
P       C      : Boomerang steel ds op 1 real
D        P   : D:\Users\Owner\Desktop\SinglePivot RT Jig\BOOMERAANG\BOOMERANG FINAL 
 DS.SLDPRT
 
Setup
WCS: #0
S    : 
   DX: 12in
   DY: 4in
   DZ: 1.25in
P   : 
   DX: 10.319in
   DY: 3.598in
   DZ: 0.906in
S     L        WCS #0: 
   X: -6in
   Y: -2in
   Z: -1.25in
S     U        WCS #0: 
   X: 6in
   Y: 2in
   Z: 0in
 
Total
N      O  O         : 23
N      O  T    : 5
T    : T1 T2 T3 T4 T5
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -1.27in
M       F       : 110.0079in/min
M       S       S    : 11994rpm
C       D       : 2867.609in
R     D       : 1326.989in
E         C     T   : 55m:3s
 
Tools
T1 D1 L1
T   : face mill
D       : 3in
L     : 10in
F     : 5
 
M       Z: -0.119in
M       F   : 20in/min
M       S       S    : 382rpm
C       D       : 212.564in
R     D       : 190.658in
E         C     T   : 12m:54s (23.4%)
 
    
T2 D2 L2
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.5in
L     : 3.75in
F     : 5
 
M       Z: -1.27in
M       F   : 110.0079in/min
M       S       S    : 5500rpm
C       D       : 1997.604in
R     D       : 1031.439in
E         C     T   : 20m:35s (37.4%)
 
    
T3 D3 L3
T   : chamfer mill
D       : 0.25in
T     A    : 45°
L     : 0.9in
F     : 2
 
M       Z: -0.626in
M       F   : 40in/min
M       S       S    : 6112rpm
C       D       : 87.437in
R     D       : 53.706in
E         C     T   : 4m:1s (7.3%)
 
    
T4 D4 L4
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.25in
L     : 1.25in
F     : 5
 
M       Z: -1.025in
M       F   : 47.97567in/min
M       S       S    : 11994rpm
C       D       : 312.746in
R     D       : 25.502in
E         C     T   : 6m:47s (12.3%)
 
    
T5 D5 L5
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.125in
L     : 1.375in
F     : 5
 
M       Z: -0.883in
M       F   : 30in/min
M       S       S    : 11994rpm
C       D       : 257.258in
R     D       : 25.685in
E         C     T   : 9m:31s (17.3%)
 
 
Operations
Operation 1/23
D          : Face Stock
S       : Facing
WCS: #0
T        : 0in
M               : 0.05in
M               : 2in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.119in
M       S       S    : 382rpm
M       F       : 20in/min
C       D       : 212.564in
R     D       : 190.658in
E         C     T   : 12m:54s (23.4%)
C      : Off
T1 D1 L1
T   : face mill
D       : 3in
L     : 10in
F     : 5
    
Operation 2/23
D          : Rough out External Shape
S       : Adaptive 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0.004in
S        L    : 0.02in/0in
O           : 0.05in
L             : 0.005in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -1.03in
M       S       S    : 5500rpm
M       F       : 110.0079in/min
C       D       : 549.118in
R     D       : 496.207in
E         C     T   : 5m:24s (9.8%)
C      : Flood
T2 D2 L2
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.5in
L     : 3.75in
F     : 5
    
Operation 3/23
D          : Rough out insides
S       : Adaptive 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0.004in
S        L    : 0.02in/0.005in
O           : 0.038in
L             : 0.004in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.508in
M       S       S    : 5500rpm
M       F       : 110.0079in/min
C       D       : 861.762in
R     D       : 469.462in
E         C     T   : 8m:27s (15.3%)
C      : Flood
T2 D2 L2
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.5in
L     : 3.75in
F     : 5
    
Operation 4/23
D          : Make toolpath pretty
S       : Pocket 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0.004in
S        L    : 0.01in/0in
M               : 0.475in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.513in
M       S       S    : 5500rpm
M       F       : 110.0079in/min
C       D       : 105.269in
R     D       : 1.876in
E         C     T   : 1m:3s (1.9%)
C      : Flood
T2 D2 L2
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.5in
L     : 3.75in
F     : 5
    
Operation 5/23
D          : Clean up bores
S       : Contour 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0in
S        L    : 0in
M               : 0.475in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.513in
M       S       S    : 5500rpm
M       F       : 110.0079in/min
C       D       : 12.365in
R     D       : 12.161in
E         C     T   : 13s (0.4%)
C      : Flood
T2 D2 L2
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.5in
L     : 3.75in
F     : 5
    
Operation 6/23
D          : Contour entire shape
S       : Contour 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0in
S        L    : 0in
M               : 0.475in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -1.03in
M       S       S    : 5500rpm
M       F       : 110.0079in/min
C       D       : 27.831in
R     D       : 1.98in
E         C     T   : 21s (0.6%)
C      : Flood
T2 D2 L2
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.5in
L     : 3.75in
F     : 5
    
Operation 7/23
D          : Pocketing truss holes 1 and 2
S       : Adaptive 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0.004in
S        L    : 0.01in/0in
O           : 0.05in
L             : 0.005in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -1.25in
M       S       S    : 5500rpm
M       F       : 110.0079in/min
C       D       : 255.294in
R     D       : 27.621in
E         C     T   : 3m:13s (5.8%)
C      : Flood
T2 D2 L2
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.5in
L     : 3.75in
F     : 5
    
Operation 8/23
D          : Pocketing truss hole 3
S       : Adaptive 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0.004in
S        L    : 0.02in/0in
O           : 0.04in
L             : 0.004in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -1.045in
M       S       S    : 5500rpm
M       F       : 110.0079in/min
C       D       : 81.706in
R     D       : 9.012in
E         C     T   : 56s (1.7%)
C      : Flood
T2 D2 L2
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.5in
L     : 3.75in
F     : 5
    
Operation 9/23
D          : Boring out Locating surfaces
S       : Bore
WCS: #0
T        : 0in
S        L    : 0in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -1.27in
M       S       S    : 5500rpm
M       F       : 110.0079in/min
C       D       : 104.259in
R     D       : 13.12in
E         C     T   : 59s (1.8%)
C      : Flood
T2 D2 L2
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.5in
L     : 3.75in
F     : 5
    
Operation 10/23
D          : Pocketing truss hole 4
S       : Adaptive 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0.004in
S        L    : 0.01in/0in
O           : 0.025in
L             : 0.003in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -1.025in
M       S       S    : 11994rpm
M       F       : 47.97567in/min
C       D       : 75.495in
R     D       : 5.652in
E         C     T   : 1m:39s (3%)
C      : Flood
T4 D4 L4
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.25in
L     : 1.25in
F     : 5
    
Operation 11/23
D          : Pocketing truss hole 5
S       : Pocket 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0.004in
S        L    : 0.01in/0.004in
M               : 0.05in
M               : 0.1in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -1.021in
M       S       S    : 11994rpm
M       F       : 47.97567in/min
C       D       : 26.598in
R     D       : 2.509in
E         C     T   : 38s (1.1%)
C      : Flood
T4 D4 L4
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.25in
L     : 1.25in
F     : 5
    
Operation 12/23
D          : Pocketing truss hole 6
S       : Pocket 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0.004in
S        L    : 0.02in/0.004in
M               : 0.04in
M               : 0.1in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -1.011in
M       S       S    : 11994rpm
M       F       : 47.97567in/min
C       D       : 39.829in
R     D       : 2.499in
E         C     T   : 54s (1.6%)
C      : Flood
T4 D4 L4
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.25in
L     : 1.25in
F     : 5
    
Operation 13/23
D          : Contouring all pockets
S       : Contour 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0in
S        L    : 0in
M               : 0.238in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -1.025in
M       S       S    : 11994rpm
M       F       : 47.97567in/min
C       D       : 170.825in
R     D       : 14.841in
E         C     T   : 3m:36s (6.5%)
C      : Flood
T4 D4 L4
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.25in
L     : 1.25in
F     : 5
    
Operation 14/23
D          : Pocketing truss hole 7
S       : Adaptive 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0.004in
S        L    : 0.01in
O           : 0.01in
L             : 0.001in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.873in
M       S       S    : 11979rpm
M       F       : 30in/min
C       D       : 107.942in
R     D       : 9.715in
E         C     T   : 3m:56s (7.1%)
C      : Flood
T5 D5 L5
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.125in
L     : 1.375in
F     : 5
    
Operation 15/23
D          : Pockting internal truss holes
S       : Pocket 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0.004in
S        L    : 0in
M               : 0.04in
M               : 0.119in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.883in
M       S       S    : 11979rpm
M       F       : 30in/min
C       D       : 124.714in
R     D       : 14.587in
E         C     T   : 4m:42s (8.5%)
C      : Flood
T5 D5 L5
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.125in
L     : 1.375in
F     : 5
    
Operation 16/23
D          : Pocketing flip chip thru holes
S       : Pocket 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0.004in
S        L    : 0in
M               : 0.1in
M               : 0.05in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.395in
M       S       S    : 11979rpm
M       F       : 30in/min
C       D       : 24.603in
R     D       : 1.383in
E         C     T   : 53s (1.6%)
C      : Flood
T5 D5 L5
T   : flat end mill
D       : 0.125in
L     : 1.375in
F     : 5
    
Operation 17/23
D          : Chamfering all truss holes
S       : Contour 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0in
S        L    : 0in
M               : 0.238in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.626in
M       S       S    : 6112rpm
M       F       : 40in/min
C       D       : 36.049in
R     D       : 26.48in
E         C     T   : 1m:40s (3%)
C      : Flood
T3 D3 L3
T   : chamfer mill
D       : 0.25in
T     A    : 45°
L     : 0.9in
F     : 2
    
Operation 18/23
D          : Chamfering externals
S       : Contour 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0in
S        L    : 0in
M               : 0.238in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.608in
M       S       S    : 6112rpm
M       F       : 40in/min
C       D       : 23.331in
R     D       : 4.027in
E         C     T   : 1m:3s (1.9%)
C      : Flood
T3 D3 L3
T   : chamfer mill
D       : 0.25in
T     A    : 45°
L     : 0.9in
F     : 2
    
Operation 19/23
D          : Chamfering Chainstay hole
WCS: #0
T        : 0in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.558in
M       S       S    : 6112rpm
M       F       : 40in/min
C       D       : 11.612in
R     D       : 6.585in
E         C     T   : 32s (1%)
C      : Flood
T3 D3 L3
T   : chamfer mill
D       : 0.25in
T     A    : 45°
L     : 0.9in
F     : 2
    
Operation 20/23
D          : Chamfering flip chip stud
S       : Contour 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0in
S        L    : 0in
M               : 0.238in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.219in
M       S       S    : 6112rpm
M       F       : 40in/min
C       D       : 4.057in
R     D       : 1.194in
E         C     T   : 11s (0.3%)
C      : Flood
T3 D3 L3
T   : chamfer mill
D       : 0.25in
T     A    : 45°
L     : 0.9in
F     : 2
    
Operation 21/23
D          : Chamfering flip chip pocket
WCS: #0
T        : 0in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.134in
M       S       S    : 6112rpm
M       F       : 40in/min
C       D       : 1.721in
R     D       : 1.134in
E         C     T   : 5s (0.1%)
C      : Flood
T3 D3 L3
T   : chamfer mill
D       : 0.25in
T     A    : 45°
L     : 0.9in
F     : 2
    
Operation 22/23
D          : Chamfering internal pockets 1
S       : Contour 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0in
S        L    : 0in
M               : 0.238in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.588in
M       S       S    : 6112rpm
M       F       : 40in/min
C       D       : 8.658in
R     D       : 12.722in
E         C     T   : 22s (0.7%)
C      : Flood
T3 D3 L3
T   : chamfer mill
D       : 0.25in
T     A    : 45°
L     : 0.9in
F     : 2
    
Operation 23/23
D          : Chamfering internal pockets 2
S       : Contour 2D
WCS: #0
T        : 0in
S        L    : 0in
M               : 0.238in
 
M       Z: 0.6in
M       Z: -0.588in
M       S       S    : 6112rpm
M       F       : 40in/min
C       D       : 2.009in
R     D       : 1.563in
E         C     T   : 8s (0.2%)
C      : Flood
T3 D3 L3
T   : chamfer mill
D       : 0.25in
T     A    : 45°
L     : 0.9in
F     : 2
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Figure 4. Boomürang with complete first operation.  
 
 Remove the Boomürang from the vises and use a bandsaw to remove excess plate material as shown 
in Figure 5. The material needs to be removed to fit the Boomürang’s on the fixture for the second operation.  
 
  
Figure 5. Boomürangs after machining operation one and excess plate removal. 
 
The Boomerang fixture holds the Boomürang in place after the first operation to allow for repeatable 
CNC Boomürang manufacturing. Before using the fixture, the operator should have their blue tag certification to 
operate a CNC machine on-campus. The operator should also reserve a CNC machine for at least 8 hours to 
adequately have time for setup, machining, and clean up. Figure 6 shows a labeled fixture diagram.  
   
 
 
    
Figure 6. Labeled Boomürang fixture.  
 
 Initially, the operator must place the Boomürang fixture into the CNC and have 4 T-slot nuts, 4 washers, 
and 4 short ½-13 bolts to secure the fixture. Note the fixture was designed only to be used on either the 2013 
Haas Super Mini Mill 2 or the Haas VF3 SS, in the Aero Hangar or Mustang ‘60, respectively, at the time of 
writing. The spacing for T-slots is specific to those mills. Once the fixture plate is put in the CNC, lightly tighten 
all 4 bolts. Acquire a test indicator, then run it along the slot in the fixture engraved with “Indicate here.” Use a 
mallet to lightly tap the fixture into place. Once the indicator strip has <.0005” of movement over the length of 
the indicator strip, tighten all 4 bolts very tight. Check the indicator strip again to ensure squareness. Figure 7 
shows the indicator strip in use as well as the fastening hardware.  
 
  
Figure 7. Indicator strip and fixture fastening hardware. 
Indicator Strip 
Origin Locator 
T- Slot Clamp Pockets 
Fixture Clamps 
Expanding Mandrels 
Locating Rail Shock Mount Pocket 
Orientation Engravings 
   
 
 
 
With the fixture aligned and secured, clean out the locator bore marked “origin” of all chips and 
coolant. use the machine probe to set the work origin at the bottom of this locator bore. Set this location as the 
machine’s G54. Make sure the probe does not touch the engraving, as that may affect your probing. Figure 8 
shows the probe finding the origin.  
 
 
Figure 8. Probe locating work origin 
 
 Once the origin is probed into the machine’s G54, install the Boomürangs into the fixture. To install the 
Boomürangs, first loosen the bolts in the expanding mandrels. Slide chain stay cutout hole over the expanding 
mandrel. Tap the Boomürang down with a mallet until the face machined in the first operation is in contact with 
the fixture surface, ensuring that the other clamps or locating rails do not get in the way. Once bottomed out, 
rotate the boomürang until the central locating rail is in contact with the Boomürang. Take an 8 mm Allen 
wrench on a torque wrench and tighten the edge clamps to 30 ft-lbs. Take a 10 mm Allen wrench and tighten the 
expansion clamp to 110 ft-lbs. Complete the same operation with the other Boomürang. Figure 9 shows the 
Boomürangs properly installed and ready for machining. Figure 10 shows the Boomürangs completely 
machined and ready to drill and tap the holes for the cross plate.    
 
 
   
 
 
 
Figure 9. Partially machined Boomürangs in fixture.  
 
Figure 10. Machined Boomürangs ready for assembly. 
 
 The final operation before assembling the Boomürangs is to drill and tap holes along the front side. 
The cross-plate fixture allows for easy alignment while guiding the drill perpendicular to the front 
surface. Figure 11 shows the cross-plate fixture with Boomürang and Figure 12 shows the cross-plate fixture in 
use. To use the Boomürang Drill Jig, first clamp the bottom part of the jig rigidly in a table-mounted vise. Then, 
forcefully wedge the Boomürang into the wedge shape of the jig. Triple check that the drill bushings are on the 
Boomürang’s face closest to the bearing bore. Close the toggle clamp, securing the Boomürang in place. 
Acquire a hand drill and a #30 drill bit and mark off a 1” drill depth on the bit. Drill the hole closest to the flip 
chip pocket first. Use the pin attached to the jig to pin the first hole in place before drilling the second hole. 
Note: be conservative with the force on the drill, as it is possible to break through and hit the web below. Repeat 
   
 
 
with the other Boomürang. Acquire a tap handle, a tap guide, tapping fluid, and an M4x0.7 taper tap to tap 
and deburr all four holes.  
 
 
Figure 11. Cross plate drilling fixture.  
 
Figure 12. Cross plate drilling fixture in use.  
 
  
   
 
 
Appendix O 
Main Pivot Fixture Operator Manual 
 The Main Pivot Fixture bolts to the existing Journeyman fixture using available mounting points. For 
this subsystem, there are four major components: the main pivot locator, the seat tube bend locator, the T-arm, 
and the primary block. Figure 1 shows a labeled SolidWorks rendering of the Main Pivot Fixture attached to the 
Anvil Journeyman and Figure 2 shows the real main pivot fixture attached to the Anvil Journeyman. To operate 
the Main Pivot Fixture, the operator will need a set of metric Allen wrenches and hand files handy. The operator 
should also wear safety equipment to operate in the Hangar.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Main Pivot Fixture and Journeyman in SolidWorks assembly. 
 
 
 
Main Pivot Locator 
Primary Block Seat Tube Bend Locator 
T-Arm 
   
 
 
 
Figure 2. Main Pivot Fixture attached to existing Journeyman. 
 
 As the operator, the first goal is to miter the front triangle tubes using the Anvil mitering fixtures based 
off the dimensions on the operator’s CAD file. In total the user should have 8 tubes mitered and de-burred 
before using the Main Pivot Fixture. Table 1 lists these tubes and Figure 3 shows the tube locations on the 
fixture.  
Table 1. Tube set list to construct front triangle.  
# Tube Name 
1 Head Tube 
2 Downtube 
3 Bottom Bracket Shell 
4 Lower Seat Tube 
5 Seat Tube Bend Shell 
6 Upper Seat Tube 
7 Top Tube 
8 Main Pivot Shell 
 
   
 
 
 
Figure 3. Labeled drawing showing tube location on front triangle. 
 
 First remove the main pivot locator by uninstalling the M5X0.8 bolt located on the back of the T-arm. 
Then, remove the M8X1.0 bolts and spacers on the seat tube bend locator to install the seat tube bend shell. 
Slide the seat tube bend shell onto the locators and reinstall the M8X1.0 bolts. Figure 4 highlights the M8X1.0 
bolt for the seat tube bend and the bolt to remove the main pivot locator. 
 
Figure 4. Hardware the operator must uninstall to fixture seat tube bend shell and main pivot locator.  
 
While fitting the tubes in the Anvil Journeyman and Main Pivot Fixture, it is best to fit the tubes in the 
order listed in Table 2. While fitting the tubes, it is likely that even with deburring, some tubes may not fit 
perfectly due to hole saw wear or mitering fixture misalignment. Therefore, the operator should try to fit the 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
2 
8 
   
 
 
tube and hand file the edges if the tube does not fit well. In no case should the operator force the tube to fit. 
Figure 5shows the front triangle in the Anvil Journeyman without the main pivot cut out.  
 
Table 2. Tube set assembly order. Note the main pivot shell does not assemble at this stage.  
Order # Tube 
1 Head Tube 
2 Bottom Bracket Shell 
3 Seat Tube Bend Shell 
4 Lower Seat Tube 
5 Upper Seat Tube 
6 Down Tube 
7 Top Tube 
 
 
 
Figure 5. Labeled front triangle in Journeyman and Main Pivot Fixture. Note that the lack of main pivot locator 
on the Main Pivot Fixture. 
 
 With the tube set in the Journeyman fixture, the operator should center all the tubes relative to the 
bottom bracket shell, seat tube bend, and head tube as shown in Figure 6 . The operator can now tack welds or 
tack braze the tubes in the fixture before hole sawing the main pivot hole.  
 
Head Tube 
(Step 1) 
Bottom Bracket Shell (Step 2) 
Lower Seat Tube (Step 4) 
Seat Tube Bend Shell (Step 3) 
Upper Seat Tube (Step 5) 
Down Tube (Step 6) 
Top Tube (Step 7) 
   
 
 
 
Figure 6. Ensure all tubes remain centered about the bottom bracket shell and seat tube bend shell.  
 At this point, the builder can tack the main triangle together and remove the frame from the fixture. 
After tacking the frame, the builder should finish welding the bottom bracket junction before cutting the main 
pivot hole. To cut the main pivot hole, the operator will need a mill and a tube clamp to hold the front triangle in 
a vise. Figure 7 shows the front triangle clamped in the mill.  
 
 
Figure 7. Hole sawing the main pivot. 
To locate the main pivot hole, the user needs to orient the frame and vise so the lower seat tube is 
parallel with the mill’s y-axis. The bottom bracket axis lies coaxially with the mill’s spindle. Using the 
operator’s CAD model and the mill’s DRO, the operator can then translate in x and y to the final location. When 
hole sawing, feed slowly at 250RPM and support the unclamped seat tube bend with shims. Reassemble the 
   
 
 
frame on the Anvil with the main pivot locator on the main pivot fixture. Install the main pivot shell and secure 
with the main pivot locator. Figure 8 shows the main pivot shell ready for tack welding. Again, ensure the main 
pivot remains parallel and centered relative to the bottom bracket.  
 
Figure 8. Main pivot shell ready for tack welding.  
Appendix P 
Doubler Plate Operator Manual 
 The doubler plate’s purpose is to reinforce the downtube from shock forces. To fabricate the doubler 
plate, the operator will need a doubler blank, an Arbor Press (such as the one in the Aero Hangar), the doubler 
plate forming mandrels, a downtube, and appropriate safety equipment such as a face shield. The forming 
mandrels consist of a male cylinder and female half cylinder. Before use, the operator should wipe the mandrels 
to clear them of debris or chips. Assemble the forming mandrel at the Arbor Press with a doubler blank centered 
between the male and female mandrel as shown in Figure 1.  
 
   
 
 
Figure 1. Doubler mandrel setup front (left) and side (right) views. 
 
 Using the Arbor Press, quickly press the doubler blank into the mandrel. The operator should expect the 
doubler to slip during the pressing operation. If the blank slips, reorient the blank in the mandrel and press again, 
rotating the blank under the male mandrel if needed. From initial testing, a doubler blank needs between 3-4 
presses before forming the correct shape. While pressing, the operator should verify the doubler’s shape with a 
sample downtube as shown in Figure 2. The operator can also use vice jaws to squeeze a doubler to decrease its 
diameter as shown in Figure 3. Scrub the doubler with a Scotch-Brite pad to remove oxides before welding. 
 
  
   
 
 
Figure 2. Correctly formed doubler plate.  
 
 
Figure 3. Using vise to tighten doubler plate radius.  
   
 
 
Appendix Q 
Shock Mount Fixture Operator Manual 
 The front shock mount fixture’s primary purpose is to locate the front shock mount assembly across all 
frame sizes. The operator should use the fixture after they already have a formed doubler plate and a front 
triangle with a main pivot tacked into place. To use the front shock mount fixture, the operator will need metric 
Allen wrenches, calipers, dummy shock, and the front shock mount assembly (shock tabs and doubler plate). 
The user should also wear appropriate clothing and safety equipment to operate in the Hangar. Figure 1 shows a 
labeled front shock mount fixture attached to a front triangle.  
 
 
Figure 1. Labeled front shock mount fixture with front triangle.  
 
Align one shock mount fixture side with the bottom bracket shell. The fixture’s design has the bottom 
bracket’s outer diameter will fit snuggly into the pocket. Repeat for the opposite side and tighten the M8X1.0 
bolt to through the bottom bracket shell to connect and center the fixture plates.  
 Assemble the front shock mount assembly components with a dummy shock in between the shock tabs, 
ensuring to orient the longer side towards the head tube. Offset the doubler plate with two-thirds of the doubler 
plate toward the head tube. Tighten the M6X1.0 shoulder bolt bolt through the front shock mount assembly as 
shown in Figure 2. Note, if the M6X1.0 shoulder bolt doesn’t fully tighten, it is often because the bolt is caught 
on a shock tab. If this occurs, adjust the shock tab while inserting the bolt. Fully tighten the bolt.  
Front Shock Mount Assembly 
Dummy Shock 
Front Shock Mount Fixture (Drive Side) 
Front Shock 
Mount Fixture 
(Non-Drive Side) 
Bottom Bracket Alignment Pocket 
   
 
 
 
Figure 2. Although the front shock mount fixture centers the whole system, it is best practice to still double 
check with calipers. Also check shock tab bevels. 
 
 The front shock mount bolt allows the user to align the bolt holes and see if the beveled shock tab edges 
meet the doubler plate without significant gaps. If necessary, the operator can remove the bolt and bevel the 
shock tab edge with the grinding wheel for a better fit. Repeat at necessary. Make sure that the doubler plate is 
offset with a strong bias toward the front of the bike. The doubler plate should be placed with roughly the first 
third covered by the shock tabs, as seen in Figure 3. With everything aligned, tack weld or braze the doubler 
plate and shock tabs in place as shown in Figure 3 before fully welding the assembly.  
 
 
Figure 3. Tack welded front shock mount assembly. Note the doubler plate offset. 
 
 
   
 
 
Appendix R 
DV&P Spreadsheet 
Senior Project DVP&R 
Date: 02/14/19 Team: Hück's Law Sponsor: Cal Poly Bike Builders - Professor Kean 
Description of System: Modular Full 
Suspension System 
DVP&R 
Engineer: Ernesto 
Huerta 
TEST PLAN TEST REPORT 
"Item 
No" Spec #  Test Description Acceptance Criteria Operator 
Test 
Stage 
SAMPLES 
TESTED TIMING TEST RESULTS 
NOTES 
Quantity Type Start date 
Finish 
date 
Test 
Result 
Quantity 
Pass 
Quantity 
Fail 
1 2, 3 
Load front shock 
mount in Instron to 
determine failure 
mode 
Actual values for load 
applied to the 
downtube, and that 
the loads exceed the 
max load seen in 
actual use with a 
safety factor. 
Michael 
Wu CP 3 Sub 2/27 
5/30 
 
Pass 
 3 
0 
  
2 5, 6, 7 
Verify the fixture is 
intuitive, safe, and 
ergonomic 
Majority (6/10 users) 
are able to understand 
use after a description 
of how to use the 
fixture 
Ernesto 
Huerta CP 1 Sys 3/1 5/30 Pass 
1 
 0  
3 2,3 
Model 
Boomerang in FEA 
and validate FEA 
model  
The Boomerang is 
able to meet the loads 
required with a safety 
factor along with 
minimize weight for 
the overall frame. 
Greg 
Ritter CP 1 C 4/1 
5/30 
 Pass 1 0  
   
 
 
Appendix S 
Senior Project Total Cost 
 
   
 
 
Appendix T 
Gantt Chart – Fall Quarter to PDR 
   
 
 
Gantt Chart – Winter Quarter to CDR (Previous) 
  
   
 
 
Gantt Chart – PDR to CDR (Previous) 
  
   
 
 
Gantt Chart – Remainder of Winter Quarter (Updated) 
  
Gantt Chart – Spring Quarter (Updated) 
 
  
Appendix U 
Itemized Task Leading up to Project Completion 
This was completed in Apple Notes due to the sharing capabilities along with the checklist feature. Tasks that were not completed 
On the intended date were moved to date of completion. 
Señor Project Task List 
 
Thursday May 2, 2019 
% Dremel Out Lightening hole in mounted Shock Tab 
% Cut Lower Instron Tab down 
% Order Stuff 
Fixture End Cup Bolts 
Cross Tube 
% Miter Lower Seat Tube 
% Set up Frame Jig 
% Mark Purge Holes on frame 
% Drill Purge Holes 
% Tack Weld Frame Bits 
% Machine Flip Chip 
% Machine Soft Jaws Alüm¨¨rang 
 
Sunday May 5, 2019 
Make New DT Sample (Brazed Doubler + Welded LW Tabs) 
% Set up frame jig 
% Tack FT of frame 
% Grind Old DT Sample out of Instron Fixture 
% Design Boomürang Test Fixture to Instron Fixture 
% Weld Boomürang Test Fixture to Instron Fixture 
% Weld New DT Sample to Instron 
% Weld Dummy Shocks 
% Machine 2nd Op on Alümürang 
% Make Bike Part Bin 
 
Tuesday May 7, 2019 
% Grind Out Old DT Sample 
% Make Thin Shock Tabs 
% Weld dummy shocks 
% Make boomerang Instron tab 
 
Thursday May 9, 2019 
% Grind Out Old DT Sample 
% Weld In New DT Sample 
% Make thicker Instron tab 
  
% Make New DT Sample (Welded Doubler + Thin Shock Tab) 
% Weld in new DT Sample 
 
Sunday May 12 
% Full Weld Front Triangle 
% Finalize Bike Part Bin 
 
Tuesday May 14 
% Miter Main Pivot Tube Hole 
% Buy parts for bike 
Bottom bracket 
% Test Downtube (Ernesto) 
% Make shock tabs for front triangle (Michael) 
% First Op steel Boomürangs 
% 3D print Boomürangs  
 
Thursday May 16 
% Tack Weld shocktabs + doubler plate 
% Make dummy bearing 
% Cut cross tube to length 
% Remove shock bushings  
 
Sunday May 19 
% Second Op steel boomürangs 
% Miter rear triangle 
% Make cross brace [needs aesthetic look] 
% Weld Main Pivot Tube Hole  
 
Tuesday May 21  
% Peer Review for testing (Ernesto) 
% Final mitering for RT 
% Tack RT (Greg) 
% Remake dummy bearing 
% RE-ream Bearing seats (Chris) 
% Design fixture for Boomürang drilling 
% Build fixture for Boomürang 
% Fit ISO Brake Tab to RT 
% Order endmills 
% ST to TT gusset 
% Poster for Expo 
% Fit flip chip 
% Pick up from Art’s 
%     Shock bushings 
%     Seat post shim 
  
%     Brake Hose 
 
Thursday May 23 
(Ernesto is leaving town at 11. Should be back around noon the next day.) 
% Ream & face HT, BB 
% Assemble bike 
% Braze ons 
% Peer Review Poster 
% Operator Manual Peer Review 
% Get a bike stand for expo since the bike will need to stand on it’s own 
 
Saturday-Monday, May 25-27 
% Write Operator Manual 
% Organize BOM and all cost for the project 
% Write FDR 
% Paint bike 
%    Primer 
%    FT 
%    RT 
% Press bushings 
% Write about any updates on fixtures and new fixtures 
% Prepare document package (CAD, CAM, manuals, tooling& fixtures, and ect.) 
% Tie up all loose ends (Hopefully not a lot) 
 
Tuesday May 28 
% Print poster (13-107 11:30AM). be there 10 min before 
% Rock Garden Send-A-Roo. (We need dirt on the bike) 
% Submit expo safety sheet 
 
Thursday May 30 
✓ Submit digital copy of poster 
✓ deburrrr stand 
✓ scotchbrite Instron fixture 
✓ Zip-tie dropper better 
◦ Machine pork chop 
◦ Machine dropout 
◦ add more steeeeeckers! 
✓ Paint Boomürang machining plate lettering 
✓ Make photo gallery 
✓ Print Safety Expo Sheet 
✓ Test the bike stand 
✓ Obtain cones 
✓ Bleed dropper 
  
Appendix V 
Risk Assessment 
s Huck's Law Risk Assessment V22/13/2019 
designsafe Report 
Application: Huck's Law Risk Assessment V2 Analyst Name(s): Michael Wu, Ernesto Huerta, Greg Ritter, Chris Fedor 
Description: Company: Hucks Law 
Product Identifier: Facility Location: 
Assessment Type: Detailed  
Limits:  
Sources:  
Risk Scoring System: ANSI B11.0 (TR3) Two Factor 
  
        Status / 
   Initial Assessment   Final Assessment  Responsible 
 User / Hazard / Severity   Severity  /Comments 
     Risk Reduction Methods    
Item Id Task Failure Mode Probability Risk Level /Control System Probability Risk Level /Reference 
         
1-1-1 Bike Builder Officer mechanical : pinch point Moderate Medium Document proper use of Moderate Low  
 first use / test pieces clamping together Likely  equipment Unlikely   
         
1-2-1 Bike Builder Officer mechanical : pinch point Minor Negligible  Minor Negligible  
 maintenance / lubrication pinching between clamps Unlikely   Unlikely   
         
1-2-2 Bike Builder Officer chemical : chemical Minor Negligible  Minor Negligible  
 maintenance / lubrication emissions Unlikely   Unlikely   
  fumes from lubricant/       
  cleaning products       
         
1-2-3 Bike Builder Officer chemicals and gases : Minor Negligible  Minor Negligible  
 maintenance / lubrication acetone Unlikely   Unlikely   
         
1-3-1 Bike Builder Officer mechanical : pinch point Moderate Medium  Moderate Low  
 repair tasks pinching between clamps Likely   Unlikely   
         
1-3-2 Bike Builder Officer ergonomics / human factors : Moderate Medium Add handles/ label handling Moderate Low  
 repair tasks lifting / bending / twisting Likely  locations Unlikely   
  moving individual fxture       
  components       
         
1-4-1 Bike Builder Officer mechanical : pinch point Moderate Medium Document proper use of Moderate Low  
 trouble-shooting / problem pinching between clamps Likely  equipment Unlikely   
 solving        
         
 
Page 1 Privileged and Confidential Information 
  
Huck's Law Risk Assessment V2 2/13/2019 
 
        Status / 
   Initial Assessment   Final Assessment  Responsible 
 User / Hazard / Severity   Severity  /Comments 
     Risk Reduction Methods    
Item Id Task Failure Mode Probability Risk Level /Control System Probability Risk Level /Reference 
          
1-4-2 Bike Builder Officer  
trouble-shooting / problem  
solving 
 
slips / trips / falls : instability Minor Negligible Minor Negligible  
handling multiple fixture Unlikely Unlikely  
components at one time  
 
1-4-3 Bike Builder Officer  
trouble-shooting / problem  
solving 
 
ergonomics / human factors : Moderate Low Moderate Low  
lifting / bending / twisting Unlikely Unlikely  
handling multiple fixture  
components   
1-5-1 Bike Builder Officer mechanical : pinch point Minor Low  Minor Negligible  
 cleaning pinching between clamps Likely   Unlikely   
         
1-5-2 Bike Builder Officer ergonomics / human factors : Minor Low  Minor Negligible  
 cleaning lifting / bending / twisting Likely   Unlikely   
  Reaching into confined       
  spaces on fixture       
         
1-5-3 Bike Builder Officer environmental / industrial Minor Low  Minor Negligible  
 cleaning hygiene : solvents Likely   Unlikely   
  acetone/ isopropyl alcohol       
         
1-5-4 Bike Builder Officer chemicals and gases : Minor Low  Minor Negligible  
 cleaning acetone Likely   Unlikely   
  cleaning solevent       
         
1-6-1 Bike Builder Officer mechanical : cutting / Serious High File sharp edges before Serious Medium Action Item [2/22/2019] 
 assemble severing Likely  handling Unlikely  Chris Fedor 
  sharp edges on raw stock       
         
1-6-2 Bike Builder Officer mechanical : pinch point Moderate Medium Clearly documented Moderate Low  
 assemble Pinch hazard while Likely  assembly instructions Unlikely   
  assembling multiple       
  components       
         
1-6-3 Bike Builder Officer ergonomics / human factors : Moderate Medium Lift with a buddy Moderate Low  
 assemble lifting / bending / twisting Likely   Unlikely   
  moving raw stock       
          
 
 
 
Page 2 Privileged and Confidential Information 
  
Huck's Law Risk Assessment V2 2/13/2019 
 
        Status / 
   Initial Assessment   Final Assessment  Responsible 
 User / Hazard / Severity   Severity  /Comments 
     Risk Reduction Methods    
Item Id Task Failure Mode Probability Risk Level /Control System Probability Risk Level /Reference 
         
1-7-1 Bike Builder Officer mechanical : pinch point Moderate Medium Add handles/ & document Moderate Low  
 disassembly potential pinching while Likely  disassembling instructions Unlikely   
  disassembling components       
         
1-7-2 Bike Builder Officer ergonomics / human factors : Moderate Medium Add handles Moderate Low  
 disassembly lifting / bending / twisting Likely   Unlikely   
  Moving separate fixture       
  components       
         
1-8-1 Bike Builder Officer ergonomics / human factors : Moderate Medium add handles Moderate Low  
 storage lifting / bending / twisting Likely   Unlikely   
  Moving separate fixture       
  components       
         
2-1-1 Bike Builder Club Member mechanical : cutting / Serious High File sharp edges before Serious Medium Action Item [2/22/2019] 
 normal use severing Likely  handling Unlikely  Chris Fedor 
  sharp edges on mitered       
  tubes       
         
2-1-2 Bike Builder Club Member mechanical : pinch point Moderate Medium clear documentation Moderate Low  
 normal use pinching between clamps Likely   Unlikely   
         
2-1-3 Bike Builder Club Member ergonomics / human factors : Minor Low  Minor Negligible  
 normal use posture Likely   Unlikely   
  user stands in front of fixture       
         
2-1-4 Bike Builder Club Member heat / temperature : burns / Moderate Low  Moderate Low  
 normal use scalds Unlikely   Unlikely   
  hot fixture from welding tubes       
         
2-1-5 Bike Builder Club Member heat / temperature : radiant Moderate Low  Moderate Low  
 normal use heat Unlikely   Unlikely   
  fixture may heat up from       
  welding       
         
2-2-1 Bike Builder Club Member mechanical : pinch point Moderate Medium add handles/ label where to Moderate Low  
 storage pinching while moving fixture Likely  hold while transporting Unlikely   
         
 
Page 3 Privileged and Confidential Information 
  
Huck's Law Risk Assessment V2 2/13/2019 
 
        Status / 
   Initial Assessment   Final Assessment  Responsible 
 User / Hazard / Severity   Severity  /Comments 
     Risk Reduction Methods    
Item Id Task Failure Mode Probability Risk Level /Control System Probability Risk Level /Reference 
         
2-2-2 Bike Builder Club Member ergonomics / human factors : Moderate Medium add handles Moderate Low  
 storage lifting / bending / twisting Likely   Unlikely   
  moving fixture components       
         
3-1-1 passer-by / non-user slips / trips / falls : debris Moderate Medium follow Shop rules and wear Moderate Low  
 observe / watch flying chips while mitering Likely  safety glasses Unlikely   
  tubes       
         
